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Volume 39
There are good weeks and there are bad weeks, for
me this isn't one of the good ones. It all
started with
a Monday 22 I/2 hears Pwig, which is more than
I bargain for any more.

Fulton, 42041, Faton County Kentucky

Paul, who has been in and out of our printing shop
"since he could remember," was intrigued with
the
fact that one of the) big, dirty stones turned out to
be
a tombstone, and "hopes the owner will be found."
I might add that as of this writing we have
had several
long-distance calls about k, but so far nothing definite in the way of a lead.

The Fulton Police Department began operating an ambulance service Saturday at midnight,
when James Needham, owner of Hornbeak Funeral Home, discontinued his ambulance service.
The police are using an ambulance deeded to the
county by Needham for a token dollar payment.

In another nostalgic paragraph (I think Paul wanted
me to print his whole letter, but we haven't the room),
he commented that "it nNist have been
a sad sight
indeed to view the City of New Orleans as it passed
through for the last time."

The steel cowcatcher was ripped off, the heavy steel
housing all scarred up. When I asked a crewman
on the
train what had happened, he mentioned matter-of-factly
that "the train hit a car down in Louisiana
and killed
a woman." The front of the lead engine was
damaged
in the accident, and the engine had to be turned
around
and run backwards up to Fulton. However,
I guess it
doesn't make any difference which way a diesel
engine runs, as long as the first one in the string
is heading the right direction.
Well, anyhow, the extra diesel unit was there
in the
Fulton station to replace the one tVsabled. When
the
whole kaboodle pulled out for Chicago there was Just
one little farewell eddy of dust as the last car
passed
over Browder's crossing. And no one else there
but
me to see it.
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City Police Now Operating
Local Ambulance Service

So while I'm Imre staring with glazed eyes at a blank
sheet of paper In my typewriter, along comes
a letter
from son Paul in LOulalrille, who is also having
a bad
week, but who begins with the cheery "well at least
it's nice to hear that the folks back home are well..."

Well, son, I wonder
:
art that, and if it would be,
s
so I went up there to
. 'anybody else would be there
for the same reason. , he last train was 2 1/2
hours
late--that's Number 2 to Chicago—and I was there when
she came in, and wondered why they had an extra diesel
unit sitting out there waiting for her. As the northbound
City of New Orleans stopped up at the diesel refueling
lines at the end of the platform, several railroad
workers gathered around the back end of the last diesel
unit,
and I joined them to see why.

Thursday. May 6,rim
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JOHN BRICKINRIDGE, Candidata for Liovfananf-Geverna
r, campaigned In Pullen and Hickman Counties Wednesday and Thursday, meeting friends
and discussing issues. Well-wisiwrs at
an informal meeting at Holiday Inn in Fulton prior to
dinner Wednesday evening included
(from left) Mary Jeffrey, Fulton County Chairman; Harvey Jeffrey;
Mr. Breckinridge, who
is the present Attorney-General of Kentucky; Dottie (Mrs. Mike)
Cole, and Mrs. Corinne
Whitehead, Benton, who is First District coordinator for the Breckinrid
ge campaign. Breckinridge has spent the past week campaigning in all of the counties
of the First District, running
as on independent candidate.

Luther Is Guest Speaker At
South Fulton Sports Banquet

in Union City , the police will
answer ambulance calls in South
Fulton if the person calling can
be taken to Fulton or Hillview
Hospital. If the person must be
taken to Obion Counts- Hospital
or to another hospital, he should
call Interne at 885-0200. The
Fulton police number is 472Police Chief Richard Myatt Valley, is well as Fulton and 3141.
said that the police will answer South Fulton.
"We're taking his short calls
calls from a 10 to 15 mile
Myatt said that according to and he's taking our long calls,"
radius of Fulton on the Ken- an agreement reached Tuesday Myatt said. He added that
actucky side of the border. Their b) Fulton Counts officials and cording to this agreement
, Interritory will include Cayce, Leon Chism, owner of the In- terne will answer
ambulance
Jordan, Crutchfield, and Water terne Ambulance Service based calls from eastern Fulton
County if the person must be taken
to a distant hospital such as
Paducah, Memphis, or Union
Cit.
hlayor pro tern C. H Bennett,
who first proposed the agreement with Chism, said that
The wills of Haywood
N. estate would go to the American ambulance calls to the police
Jonakin and his adopted son, Cancer Society.
have been averaging one a day.
James
Odom, whose bodies
Attorney' Tom Elam saidthat A fee of $30 is being charged
were found Sunday, April 25 in the wills were found in
a safety for each run.
their Chapel Hill home, ap- deposit box in the Bank
County
of Troy.
Judge
James C.
parently
leave
their entire He
said
three men--Jesse Menees contacted the Departestates to the American Can- Harris, Dodds Griggs, and
Dr. ment of Health and other state
cer Society.
W. D. Dunlap--were nominated agencies earlier this week to
In addition to their personal to serve as executors, but
all seek their approval for using
belongings, the men owned a declined. The wills were offered funds derived from the
3.5 cents
390-acre farm. Unofficial es- for
probate to Obion County Fulton County health tax to pay
timates have placed the value Judge T. W. Jones, Jr., by for the police-ope
rated service,
of the estate at approximately Cancer Society lawyers on
Mon- and also to subsidize -the pri$100,000.
day.
vately operated services
of
According to the terms of
The deaths of Jonakin, 68, Barrett and Chaney Funeral
the wills, if one of the men and Odom, 54, are still being Homes in Hickman.
survived the other, the survivor investigated by Obion County
Judge Menees said he rewould
inherit the estate. If Sheriff T, C. McCullough and ceived a request Wednesday
neither survived the other, the Jack Charlton, agent of the Ten- afternoon for more details about
nessee Bureau of Investigation. how the proposed subsidy sysThe officers are attempting to tem will work. As soon as more
determine if the slayings were detailed plans are submitted,
a murder-suicide or committed Judge Menees said, a team of
by a third party.
officials from Frankfort will
Two .25 caliber automatic meet with county officials to
pistol shells were found in the discuss them.
Chapel Hill house
Judge Menees has said that
Saturday,
May 1. A .25 caliber pistol at the present time, Interne
was found beside the body of Ambulance Service is "beyond
Charles R. Bennett has been Jonakin when the men's bodies our reach," clue to insufficien
t
named acting city manager by were first discovered.
county revenues.
his fellow city commissioners
Autopsies indicated that each
Myatt said the Fulton police
while Mayor-City Manager Nel- man died from a single small- will continue to operate
their
son Tripp is recuperating from caliber bullet wound in the head. ambulance service as long
as
a heart attack which he sufnecessary, until a fulitime serfered April 27.
vice is established ii, the counOUTSTANDING STUDENT
The commission met in a
Gary King of Corinth. Mis- ty. If necessary the police might
special called meeting Tuessissippi, son of former Fulton- take training as ambulance atday, May 4 after James Wartendants, he added. Federal
ren, city attorney, advisede tans Mr. and Mrs. Edmond funds are available to pay for
commission that city purchases King, was recently named Mr. such training.
cannot be made unless the city Corinth High School by his felIn the Hickman area, amstudents. He had also been
manager signs
a
purchase low
bulance service is being connamed Most Valuable Player tinued
order.
by the Chaney and BarBennett will serve only un- on the Corinth football team. rett
Funeral
Homes, Don
til Mayor
Tripp is able to Gary is a graduating senior.
Chaney said he is limiting his
return to work. He is expected
calls to the Hickman area, while
to spend four to six weeks reHarold Everett, manager of
WINGO CLASS TRIP
cuperating.
Members of the Wingo High Barrett Funeral Home, said that
Mrs. Nelson Tripp informed School
in
cases of extreme emergency,
graduating class spent
the News on Monday that her
Thursday, April 29 in St. Louis, he is answering calls throughout
husband is improving daily in
where they toured the city and the county.
Fulton Hospital. He began to
receive visitors for short per- attended a Cardinal baseball
game.
iods Tuesday.

Slain Chapel Hill Pair Will
Estates To Cancer Society

South Fulton High School's Major Martin, and Rodney Cumathletes in football, basketball, mings. Honorable mention
was
and golf, and the cheerleaders, won by Darrell Williams, Jerry
were honored Friday night, Oliver and Pat Hendrix.
April 30 at the annual AllNamed to All-District basSports Banquet in the school ketball teams were Dale Yates,
cafeteria.
Judy Powell, and Nancy BagNext day (Saturday) the Railpax Number 2 northbound
The guest speaker, intro- well. Paula Hutchins was named
to Chicago had SIX diesel units pulling it. I also went
duced by Coach Terry Beadles, to the All-Regional team.
down there to see this train because I wondered
if they
was Cal Luther, Murray State
would be using any of the new red-white-and-blue
Sandy Cardwell was named
color
University basketball coach. "Miss Congeniality"
scheme on it (they weren't). When I kidded a trainman
by her
Luther's
talk
stressed
the value fellow cheerleaders and Katie
about using six power units, he merely smiled and
said
of
athletics
to
a
student's
Malray
"these ought to get us to Chicago on time." I
was judged "Most Enimagine
grades, physical well-being, thusiastic" pep club member
they did.
by
and attitude toward others.
the club.
Following
Luther's talk,
Cheerleaders winning letters
awards
were presented
by were
In another paragraph, our young Louisville corresLeigh
Jeffrey, Jane
Coaches Beadles and Kerry Green, Deborah Hodges,
pondent remarks that "city life is all right, but
Lisa
what's
Curling, David Brann,
and Watts, Jackie Hollie, Susan
great is to live and enjoy the countryside
in a rather
'
iDrex Davis, a long-time and
cheerleader
sponsor, Mrs. Watts, and Ginger Fields. .
unalUSSIU010‘11188111nOaklit..-TbLa. iseek-twee leeittaltIte
Philip Aildrstties.
experienced public official is
polecensen 'were shot to dbath, and then dumped into
Football
lettermen
were:
an
Named as Most
Valuable Danny Allen, Steve Atkins, running for Kentucky State
alley. At this printing it is not known why they
ware
Players
were Darrell Wil- Chuck Beard, Greg Bondurimt, treasurer. (See editorial on
killed, but they were....Isn't it a sad thought, but huliams, football; Dale
Yates, Mike Brown, Dennis
mans cannot even live together in the peaceful
Burke, Page 2.)
conbasketball
;
and Judy
Powell Robert Burrow, Richard Capra,
fines of a community."
and Paula Hutchins, girls' bas- Brad Coley, Donnie
Drews,
ketball.
Rodney
Well, son, that's certainly right and true, but
Cummings,
Allen
these
Other football trophies were
things are not limited to a city like Louisville.
(Continue
d
on page 6)
Right
won by Paul Phelps, best offenhere in our own backyard, we
have an unsolved double
sive player; Major Martin, best
murder, or a murder-suicide (the
ruling has not yet
defensive player; and Jerry
been made), two or three months
H. S. Mlles, a contact repreago a neighbor over
Oliver, 110 percent award.
near Hickman shot and killed another over
sentative for the Bureau of Veta petty arBasketball
winners
were
gument. So human nature is human nature,
erans Affairs, will be at the
anywhere
Gary Jetton, best rebottnder;
and everywhere.
Chamber of Commerce FriDon Jackson and Dale Yates,
day, May 14 to assist veterans
best field goal percentage; Dale
and
dependents
their
with
Yates, best free throw percenWhile I'm on the subject of Louisville, I
claims for benefits due them as
might as
tage; Don Jackson, 110 per(see photos page 3)
well mention that one of our good citizens, Foad
a result of their military serHorncent.
ra, got a pretty bum deal up there last Derby
The 1971 South Fulton High vice. He will be present from
weekend.
In girls' basketball the winA pickpocket neatly filched Foad's wallet
while Foad
ners were Jimette Gilbert, best School annual, the Devilier, was 9 a.m. until 3 p.m.
was standing in a group of people waiting for a cab.
presented by co-editors Jackie
free
throw
shooter; Judy
The 21,250 theft rated second highest for
the weekend
Powell, best field goal shooter; Horne and Edie Maynard, to
In a reported string of 40 to 50.
and Nancy Bagwell, 110 per- students and faculty in assemSly
Thursday, April 29.
cent.
The annual is dedicated to
Three football players were
A salute to South Fulton for (I) eliminating
that pesky
named to the All-Reelfoot Con- Harold Henderson, chairman of
obstruction at the corner of Wade Street where
one
the Board of Education. Miss
ference team: Paul
turns right onto Broadway (just north of the
Phelps,
City Hall),
Maynard and Miss Hollie read
and (2) for installation of a new basketball
court behind
the
dedication:
the South Fulton bandetand.
"It is an honor to pay triSaturday, May 8 has been
bute to one who has been so
proclaimed "Official Jaycee
earnest in his dealing with South
Wednesday marked the first day of the Wednesday
Day" in Fulton by Mayor pro
Fulton High School. His interest
afternoon closing by some downtown merchants
tem C. R, Bennett. Seventeen
. It's
in the students and his willingpretty hard to remember who's open and
Western
Kentucky Jaycee chapwho's not,
ness to help them have enso lust check your favorite store before
ters will meet at the Fulton Jayyou go shopdeared him to all who have come
ping. You may save yourself a second trip later.
cee cabin
Saturday
for a
Listed below are the names under his influence. Because
regional conference.
of individuals who have lost he means so much to so many,
Members of regional Jaycee
I their drivers license for the we, the Seniors of South Fulton
ipp..nalla
chapters will compete
for
week ending April 23, 1971 High School, with all our love
awards in Spoke, Sparkplug,
as released by the Department and appreciation for his serCreed, and other contests.
of Public Safety to the Traffic vice to us, dedicate
the 1971
Three area-vice-presidents
Safety Coordinating Committee: Devilier to Harold
Henderson." and the regional National DirecOFFICIAL JAYCEE DAY--Mayor pro tern C. R. Bennett
FULTON COUNTY
Annuals were also presented tor will be
elected
during
by ANGELA MUELLER
Jessie Smith, 63, box 12, to the Devilier sponsors, Mrs.
the conference. Several candi- (left) proclaimed Saturday, May 8 as Official Jaycee Day
Hickman, Kentucky; driving Ruth Blaylock and Mrs. Judy
in Fulton, which will be the site of a regional Jaycee meeting
dates for state Jaycee offices
while license was revoked; Andrews; senior class sponwith the Fulton chapter as host. Bill Jackson, Fulton presiare also expected to attend.
license suspended until Septem- sors, Mrs. Lou Ella Allen,
dent,
reads the, proclamation with Mr. Bennett at the Jaycee
Plans for the regional meetI've taken some kidding about the fact
ber 15, 1972.
cabin.
Mrs. Pat Travis, and Mrs. H. log were discussed Thursday
Larry Gene Williams, 20, K. Smalling; principal
that Eastern Fleet didn't come t rough for
Virgil night, April 29, when six Ful- past vice-president of the Ken- Paducah Jaycees,
spoke tocomof 410 Brooklyn, Hickman, KenYates, elementary principal K. ton Jaycees were guests of the tucky Jaycees, who spoke on the mend those
me in the Kentucky Derby, as I predicted he
present for attendtucky; driving while intoxicated;
M. Winston
and
the 1972 Benton Jaycee chapter for an theme "Do Something!"
ing the meeting. All were urged
license suspended until Septem- Devilier editors, Mike Milner
would. Actually, I made the predictions bearea dinner
Nat Dortch, regional National to attend the regional confermeeting. Guest
ber 30, 1971.
fore the draw for post positions last Thursand Dale Townsend.
speaker was Jimmy Wilkins, Director and a member of the ence in
Fulton.

C.R.Bennett
Named Acting
City Manager

Devilier Is
Released At
South Fulton

Two Lose
Driver's
Licenses

Veterans Aide To
Make Regular Visit

Jaycees Will
Be Hosts At
Regional Meet

il

The Morning Line

day. As soon as I heard that Eastern Fleet
was far outside, I was sure he'd had the kiss
of death. Still, I stood by the Calumet entry
for want of a better candidate.
The Louisville Times, the afternoon edition of the Courier-Journal, has a sports
columnist named Mike Barry, who used to
run a picture of himself with a hole in his
shoe, and with the caption "World's Greatest
Handicapper." Following the Derby he had
ready-made "alibis" for every horse in the
race. Like the one who had an outside post
position and the jockey was told to stay
close to the rail—so he hugged the outside
rail! For Eastern Fleet, Mike said "Bold and
Able was supposed to soften up the field for
Eaatern Fleet. He got carried away and softened up Eastern Fleet too."
Still, as the race was run, it's hard to
disagree that Oanoriero II was the best. At
the finish, he was still pulling away while
the others were slowing down. And consider(COST/SUED Ott PAGE SIX)
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Charged With
Taking Bonds

A prominent Fulton bachelor
has been charged with taking
bonds valued at $165,000 from
a wealthy widow, now deceased,
several years ago last week.
Jerry Atkins, 39, was arrested at his home, 202 Park
Avenue, by Sheriff N. D.(Corky)
Hill.
Following an appearance before County Judge J. C.(Buck)
Menses, Atkins was turned over
to Obion County authorities,
where the offense allegedly
took place. He was later released under $10,000 bond, according to Sheriff T. C. McCullough, who said Atkins would
be tried during the May term
of court.
The Fulton man was indicted
last September by the Obion
County grand jury, charged with
taking the bonds from Mrs. Ina
Pittman, who died about two
years ago. At the time of her
death, Mrs. Pittman's estate
was estimated at $1 million.
Mrs. Pittman's first husband,
Ira Little, was a besiness partner of the late Smith Atkins,
father of Jerry Atisjits.

Army Engineers Plan Meeting May 25 On Harris Creek Improvements
A public meeting to consider located within the floodplain.
improvements...Jr
:if the MissisIn conjunction with these prosippi River and the Harris Fork posals additional efforts to imCreek tributary in particular prove the environment include:
will be held Tuesday, May 25, landscaping, selective
spoil
at 7:30 p.m. in the South Ful- placement, control
of bank
ton High School auditorium.
erosion, and improving t he pubThe meeting is being called lic safety.
by the Memphis District, 11,8,
All interested parties are inArmy Corps of Engineers.
vited to be present or repreThe purpose of this public sented at the above time and
meeting is to present the re- place, Including representasults of a study to determine tives of Federal and non-Fedflood control and related needs eral agencies, public agencies,
of the people experiencing flood agricultural, commercial, indamage associated with Harris dustrial, business, transportaFork Creek, Tennessee
and tion, . and utilities interest;
Kentucky. The proposed plan of civic, ecological and environimprovement consists of the mental, recreation and fish and
construction of concrete chan- wildlife organizations; and innels for
Harris Fork Creek terested or concerned citizens,
through Fulton and South Fultoa property owners and other inBranch through South Fulton. terests,
The channel, downstream ofthe
All parties, both pro and con,
urban centers, wouldbeenlarg- will be afforded full opportunity
ed to provide tartlet protection to express their views and furfor the crops and Improvements
(Continued on page 8)
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None of this is true today in
the campaign for Treasurer. Widespread confidence exhibited to•
ward one man, Drex Davis, makes
him by far the leading candidate
for a post dictating efficiency, responsibility and fiscal security.
Abundantly clear is the message
coming from two professions in
particular—attorneys and bankers. In all sections of the Com/lionwealth they are quick to point out
• that the election of Drex Davis is
tn tlu best interest of the people.
Now when you find this ex:tent of agreement on the part of
• lawyers and bankers, then Mr.
" Davis must be an exceptional person. As a matter of fact, he is!
Quite capable, he has, through
• public service and private enterprise, gained a thorough understanding of sound executive practices; as State Treasurer, this is a
's

A former Clerk of the Court
of Appeals, Mr. Davis is knowledgeable in the Statutes which
govern the conduct of State affairs. He is totally immune from
any special interest group, faction
(.reor other element which
ate delicate decision making within the office of State Treasurer.
In 1963 when he was a candidate for the Clerk's post, one Kentucky newspaper noted: "We find
no scars, blurs or other causes to
challenge his efforts in seeking
the Clerkship. In fact, it is refreshing indeed to realize the political
ambitions of this man are dictated
by decent, honest and determined
service to the people of Kentucky."
Time hasn't changed Mr.
Davis. He continues to be a man
whose civic motives are totally in
tune with the needs of his community. The best way to judge the
probability of future action is to
look at one's past. Drex Davis
comes off with flying colors,
which generates strong assurance
that this caliber of individual is
willing to assume a vitally important State position, and will perform the task in magnificent fashion.

The Board of Directors of The
now wrecked with violence that
Christian Science Monitor, one of
whosoever took the sword should
:—America's great newspapers, reperish by the sword. Then, at the
gently published its views on the
anguished hour of approaching
much discussed matter of Peace
crucifixion, the compelling assurance came forth, "Be of good
• and War.
•
The editorial is so thought- cheer; I have overcome the
revoking ,W*131eve you Will be world."
.,more than intemesteci M reading it:'
That overcoming took Lilac!
Where it must always take place
Throughout history it has
first: in individual consciousness.
--been assumed that war is inevitJesus of Nazareth went forth to
able. Conflict seems to be built inconquer the last enemy, death,
-to the very foundations of the
with all its concomitants—hate,
''physical universe. A human race
pride,
greed, fear, lust, anger, selftrapped in a natural order at war
will, despair, deceit.
.With itself might well seem doomThese are also the elements
to ultimate self-destruction.
of aggression and war, and each
..And today the poised instruments
individual who prays for the exof total war suggest this doom as
termination
of mass warfare must
-an imminent threat.
pray for the extinction of these
Across the threat cuts an inelements in his own heart and
vincible conviction. It is as old as
mind. But he cannot stop there.
the good news of Christmas, as
He must put his prayers into acnew as the dawning recognition of tion.
Millions that war as an instrument
But first he must believe that
of national policy is obsolete. It is
alternatives to war do exist. Of all
the conviction that man is more
the enemies of the human race,
Allan a bundle of neural impulses
-.Inherited instincts, and tribal pre- perhaps none is more deadly than
despair. The acceptance of a savtiudices, destined to act out a brief
and futile role on a minor planet. age spiral of violence and counterviolence, reprisal and counterre.. It is a glimpse, in fact, that man is
prisal, can be broken only by
....;:the son of God.
those who have more faith in the
There is something wonderful
'abroad in human thought today. capacities of man than in the compulsions of matter.
Whether or not men use Christian
There was a time when slavOr- even religious terms, they are
resisting the suggestions that the ery was accepted as an inherent
Part of the nature of things. Today
-self-destruction of the human race
men are still "enslaved" in variis inevitable. If humanity can put
ous ways — by their own habits,
the moon beneath its feet, it can
put war beneath its feet — im- among other things — but chattel
slavery as it existed only a cenmeasurably harder though the
tury ago has virtually disappearlatter task may be.
The promise lies in the recog- ed from earth. Men saw that it
need not exist.
nized fact that peace is the condiUntil love is established as
tion of humanity's survival. And
the supreme law of human action,
• the Christian might add — that
conflicts of various sorts are likely
it is the natural condition of man
to remain as deeply troubling eleas revealed through the Prince of
ment of international life. There
Peace.
will be trade rivalries, ideological
No compulsion forces men to
clashes, tribal feuds, sovereignty
çpt for doomsday. Centuries ago a
disputes. border tension, colonial
clear warning issued from a land
and imperialist ambitions. But
ie et Kinfteky's "Nest AN lawanir
these can and will be settled by
Posers.
means other than killing—as the
irst-eiess mete,* paid at PeOless. KToverriding necessity for doing to
is first accepted, then acted upon.
*awes all itself (imisaripelena. shames ed
We are not doomed helplessly to
1. Perms NM le Pest Mk* New X/
Ifasektaky
blunder into extinction.
letuarigaissi Ration NSA par year In Pollen,
Peace is no longer a luxury or
laden" Droves Cotrwliee, Ky., and Olden
a mere option, but a stark imperaand Wielkley Counties. Tani. Illeevalswe
HUntad aloe $“tgi
s
sa
im
r.
tive. It is the divine fact, of bemust
ing, to be discovered and demontot •
strated by each of us individually
Ihmossoss edi *wises auuvjs,,Is Mao
and
translated collectively into
Owls. void& ISSa
In1Nt
the increasing reign of law, resultTbsonsflari of The Yese el
ing in worldwide freedom and
Ave. Pain,Ky. ORA
justice..
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prime requisite.

Peace Is More Than A Promise, Ills
Creative Purpose Of God, Monitor Says

Know the Drug Threat
Today's Subject: Heroin — Another Depressant

Drex Davis; Experienced Public Official,
Has Our Support For Kentucky Treasurer
In the Democratic Primary
.,for State Treasurer, there is a significant factor meriting the contideration of voters who will determine this contest. Frequently
• -• in lesser political bouts, there is
an absence of enthusiasm among
the electorate, an absence of information regarding the candidates,
and an absence of key issues relating to the office in question.

Parents ....

While discussing Heroin it is immediately alarming to per.
ents to learn that most city, county and teats arrests for Herein,
across the country, have increased titan 100% to 250% in the
past two years!
What is Heroin? Heroin is diacetylmorphine, an alkaloid derived from morphine; it does not occur in opium. It IS moat
usually a white, off-white or brown crystalline powder. It los
for many years been first choice among addicts of opiates. In
slang terms it is referred to as "H", Big "H", "Smack",
"Junk". ••Dope". Ills an injected, potent, highly addictive narcotic! its possession is illegal,
Life is queer with its twists and turns,
Heroin has a generally sedative and analgesic effect The
As everyone of us sometimes learns,
first reaction to introducing it into the system is unpleasant to
And many a failure turns about
most people. but a calming effect follows and, depending on
When he might have won had he stuck it out;
how much is taken at a time, may very well progress to coma
Don't give up, though the pace seems slowand death from respiratory failure.
A Heroin user will have "needle tracks", small needle
You might succeed with another blow.
marks on his body, most often on the arms over a vein. It can
alio be given in the legs. Abscesses (boils) often become apOften the goal is nearer than
parent at the site of injections. Dirty needle diseases are comIt seems to a faint and faltering man,
mon among users, such as hepatitis and nationally approach
Often the struggler has given up
epidemic levels.
Most abusers, using Heroin, actually seem to have a dreamWhen he might have captured the victor's cup.
like disposition, but when in need of a "fix", (another dose),
And he learned too late, when the night slipped
they become capable of aggressive and even violent behavior.
down,
Signs of use of Heroin, among others, are pinpoint pupils and a
How close he was to the golden crown.
pale complexion. The body builds a tolerance for the drug and
the user needs an increased dose regularly in order to achieve
the same desired effect. Withdrawal pains occur when drug is
Success is failure turned inside outnot available. The psychological dependence on the drug makes
The silver tint of the clouds of doubtthe user THINK he needs the drug to function and he is exAnd you never can tell how close you are,
tremely uncomfortable without it, once "hooked". Ex-addicts
It may be near when it seems afar;
often return to the habit and the history of complete recoveries
So stick to the fight when you're hardest hitis disheartening to say the least.
Infection of the user's blood stream, lungs and heart, can
It's when things seem worst that you mustn't
and often do result from Heroin injections. The lungs can have
quit.
blood clots. When this type of infection occurs it is usually
caused by bacteria that can be very resistant to treatment and
Unknown
therefore the death rate is very high.
Source for Heroin is the illegal "street market" and the cost
any such collection. These is usually $3. to $5. per capsule. Physical dependence can cost
FULTON'S
stories are not only memorable from $20.00 to $200.00 per day.
in themselves; they are also-.
What could possibly be appealing about the use of such a
in the contemporary jargon- horrifying drug? To the user, the great appeal is that these
relevant. "They have been con- drugs induce a sense of good feeling, depress or overcome emosciously written about a central tional pain for a while and minimize feelings of fear, anxiety
theme," says the author."They
tension. But, when it is so unmistakenly evident that narIV LUCY OANINL
deal with what I like to think and
complete attention,
of as the identity crisis among cotics can become a way of life, consuming
CEDARHURST ALLE1
everyone, with any conby This is a brief, basic history the middle-aged
and elderly energy and income, it is the duty of
Der -,3e Hatch. Thirty million of
man's
discovery and in this city and its suburbs in tact or influence with young people to educate them whenever
people live around airports in harnessing of electricity.
It ex- the immediate present. They possible about the' FACTS surrounding drug misuse.
the United States. Some have plains the contributions
of men are concerned with the beBe with me next week for more helpful information on
learned to live with jet noise such as Gilbert, Galvani,
Volta, wilderment in people from forty drugs, their use and abuse.
and pollution. For others, it is Ohm, Faraday,
Wheatstone, to ninety at finding themselves
a nightmare. CEDARHURST Morse, Kelvin, Bell,
This co/um is provided as a public service by Joe Johnson,
Edison, living in a world in which there
ALLEY is the madcap tale of Marconi, de Forest and
others, is no general agreement not only Fulton County Attorney.
a homeowner who is so irked by while describing the
as
to
what
is a good life, but
invention
Jet planes going overhead that of the dynamo, telegraph,
elec- as to what is an amusing one."
he floats a World War II bar- tric light, radio,
television, As always Louis Auchincloss
rage balloon over his house, radar, and other devices.
This is a delight to read. Never have
right in the main landing pattern popular, anecdotal account
pro- his characters been more real
of Kennedy Airport. Does a vides excellent, broad
back- (and this includes the younger
homeowner own the air rights ground not only for
engineering generation when it appears)nor
over his house? What would the Students but the general
I MINOR, TOO
reader his writing more felicitous. The
government do if such it protest
well.
breadth of his appeal is InII amen N allaalISTIOW
were oriented? Could one get
dicated by the fact that these
away with it? For bow long? 4 SECOND CHANCE by
Louis stories are appearing before
The answers are foend in this Auchincloas.
This new volume bone publication in a variety of
wildly probable tale of frus- of short stories
RUNAWAY BAY, Jamaica: cry 150 years ago, but just as
by Louis magazines ranging from THE
tration, protest, and out-and- Auchincloss has
perhaps a VIRGINIA
QUARTERLY to This is an excellent place for a welcome in these days of modern
out war with the Establishment. richer variety
of character and PLAYBOY and
McCALL'S. hideaway, of a different nature stress.
setting than any of his previous They will not disappoint his reg- from that of the Negro slaves
Yes, Runaway Hay offers a
ELECTRICAL
ENGINE- books. Yet there is an under- ular readers, but they are
bound who used the nearby Cireen different type of Jamaica holiday
ERING by P. W. Kingsford. lying
unity which is rare in to make many new ones as well. Grotto when escaping their ownthan you will find in the swinging resort city of Montcgo Ray.
or
in busy, crowded Kingston.
ably
produced under the direction of Professor
FROM THE FILES:—
Smith Stephens. Attractive Hildagard, a teen- Both are interesting and worthy
of a visit,
perhaps a holiday
ager who was always in trouble, was played by stay, but and
Turning
if you want rest and
Miss Nancy Jones. Her boyfriend (in knickers quiet, let me recommend this
unity some 45 miles from
against his wishes), Freddie, was played by Har- community
Montego Ray on the north coast
TWENTY YEARS AGO
mon Pierce. Doris Ann Williams and Edward highway
leading toward Ocho
Hailey turned in excellent performances as the Rios.
MAY 4. 1971
There arc modest hotels and
mother and father of Hildagard.
When the Fulton High School band parades
Jackie Reece (the banker) and Amaleen fine beach hotels nearby, so
is a choice of accomodain Humboldt Friday, they not only will be ap- Moss were the father and mother, who practical- there
lions.
plauded for their excellence in marching and ly ruined the life of their nice son, Freddie. TomMany Americans have built
vacation homes here, near golf
playing, but they will get the spotlight of atten- mie Strange as Bobby, the older brother,
and course and
beach. When not
tion because vivacious, high-stepping, inimitable Billy Clark, as a young brother, Jimmie, really occupied
by the owners, they
little Betty McDade, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. kept up the laughs.
are available for rental via the
Bill McDade, will lead the parading. Betty, for all
service instituted by ArthurCollard of the Dolphin Bay Real
practical purposes, is called the "mascot" of the
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Estate Company. Collard, forband.
mer manager of the Savoy Hotel
MAY 7, 1926
in London and later manager of
top resort hotels in Jamaica,
The oPening Kitty League baseball game
At its annual meeting and election this
week, saw the investment opportunities
will be held here Sunday afternoon, beginning at the Fulton Improvement
Company elected R. H. in Jamaica real estate several
2:30 at Fairchild Park, between Mayfield and White president, T. M.
d me
o rngtam
Franklin vice-president, vyeialleasaangdoA apanrt
n iz
gtec
d trhp

When things go wrong, as they sometimes will,
When the road you're trudging seems all up hill,
When the funds are low and the debts are high,
And you want to smile, but you have to sigh,
When care is pressing you down a bit,
Rest, if you must-but don't you quit.

ILEksory Cornea°

MAJOR POINTS

Back The Cock 1

Fulton. The Young Men's Business Club will
have charge of the game, with Billy Blackstone
officiating at the ceremony before the game.
Bertes Pigue will offer a prayer, then Mayor
Smith Atkins will make the welcoming address
and toss the first ball.

and C. P. Williams secretary-treasurer. The
Company was organized to promote the industrial
terests of Fulton and was directly responsible inbringing the American Cigar Company here. for

The rental villas are excellent
if two or more couples want to
join together for a holiday, or
if there are children. You buy
your own food, so you have the
type of meals you want at reasonable cost. Everything is done
for you -the cooking, the dishes, the beds and the cleaning.
Even your clothes are washed
da irv
oanna
edt!T
io ah
!e result is a relaxed
• ••

P. C. Jones has returned from a winter
in
Florida and is now associated with the
firm of
Doc Wright, popular local Post Office em- Winstead and Jones, Walnut
Street undertaking
ploye, had a chance to be a hero last Saturday establishment.
afternoon, but the gasoline in his motor bdat
played out, and he had to sit by and watch the
role played by someone else.
With J. E. Rankin at the throttle of the big. EAGER BEAVER:Geldown
Doc, one of the town's ardent fishermen, had steam roller, and Lee Roberts at
the wheel of the our way went on a I4-day diet
completed a day of fishing at Kentucky Lake and grader, Lake Street now
all she lost was 14days . • •
presents a good appear- ...
funny thing about hippie talk;
was pulling into shore, when he heard two men ance, but unless a coating of
rock asphalt or you know you've
arrived when
out in the lake yelling for help. Thinking they heavy oil is applied immediately
you hear you're gone.
were only kidding, he paid them no mind, until soon be in even worse condition the street will
-Wilfred
Beaver.
than before, if
the man in charge of the boat dock said, "Those that is possible.
•• •
men are sinking." Realizing then that they were
NAME GAME: Add George
really in danger, Doc quickly turned his boat
t, dean • of the college of
J. G. Houston, well-known Fulton dairyman, Brnaiier
education
Washington State
arorind and started after them. He had only gone has purchased 81 acres of the
Leighman
-Brent
Browder University.
a short way when his motor boat ran out of gas farm south of town and will
and he had to give up the rescue. Others nearby dairy and chicken ranch on theestablish a modern
PROSE
property.
Star
Th
ough.
h
then gave help to the fishermen in distress.
punctuation marks are mute,
they
make
their
Guy B. Snow, one of Fulton's
point .... the
Wayne Freeman formally announced as a men and former proprietor of the popular young genial priest calls his parish the
led right district ....would
Grand
Theatre
a
Democratic candidate for State Senator.
on Lake Street, has purchased the Federal
plumber apprenticeship be bask
Laun- draining?
dry on Walnut Street from Barrett and Merry-Harry C. haw.
One of the most interesting plays ever pre- man.
•••
sented at South Fulton was unfolded Tuesday
FRANKELY SPEAKING:A
night before 8 large crowd at the South Fulton
gal
I know bought a peek-a-boo
Mignone Morrison of Chestnut
auditorium. Many were turned away for lack of second place in the inter-high school Glade won blouse, and the boys peeked and
then
spelling
booed. ...Headline I liked
conroom.
test at Fulton this week. 100 words from the
was in the Altus, Okla., paper
old
The play, "We Shook the Family Tree," was blue-back speller were used.
"Ladds Announce Daughter's

;4;

Brothel".

-Don I. Frankel.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Shower Honors Miss Wilson,
Fiancee Of Alan Cardwell

News 'Round Town

Miss Teresa Wilson, brideelect of Alan Cardwell of South
Fulton, was honored at a misFriday,
cellaneous
shower
April 30, in Fellowship Hall
of the First Baptist Church.
Her hostesses were Mrs.
Sara Brown, Mrs. Edwin Harrison, and Miss Dorsa Harrison. They presented china
pieces to Miss Wilson,

Donis Menem ,and Anna Belle Edwards, Editors
President's message;
Happy Birthday To:
Time has certainly not stood
Mildred Freeman, May 7;
has
been a Mary Morris, May 7; Hilda
still this year. It
wonderful year and we have Adams, May 13; Ramelle Pigue,
grown both in membership and May 5; Agnes Turner, May 13;
fellowship. There have been Willette Kearney, May 22; Faye
many, many rewards,
McNatt, May 31.
Emerson wrote, "A True
Friend is somebody who can
Ramelle Pigue, JettaSpeight,
make us do what we can." I Dottie Morgan, Nancy Wilson
consider each and every one of and Mary Mc Dowell attended the
you my true friend for allow- Emblem and Mayfield B&PW
ing me to serve as your presi- Club Birthday dinner in Maydent these two past years. The field April 22.
past two years have been two
of the most pleasant years of my
May Meeting will be at the
life. My association with you Derby Restaurant May 4, at
has made this so, and I am 6:90 p.m. Plan now to attend
deeply grateful and thankful for and invite someoneto come with
the privilege and honor that you. The new slate of officers
has been mine in serving as will be presented then.
your president.
Now that we will be entering
Next month you will have a
our new year next month, let's new editor for the Tid-Bits.
Membership ball in Please give her your complete
get our
Ruskin wrote, cooperation. If you have news
action. John
"Work first and then rest." of interest, please pass it along
Let's commence working at the to your sister members. They
very beginning so we'll be able will be interested.
to rest on the last lapse of
our 71-72 year. Front row seats
are not the only reasons why we
YEARBOOK PRESENTATIONS — Were mad* Thursday, April 2t, at South Fulton Nigh Scheel. (Left photo) Ellie Maynard
should ask working women to
Join our club. It is to their
(left) and Jackie Hollis, co-editors, presented 1971 Daviliers to Harold Henderson (glasses), to whom the yearbook was dedicatadvantage to become a B&PW
ed, and to principal Virgil Yates.
member and also to ours to
share B&PW with them. Working together we can accomplish
for our commany things
munities and nation. !challenge
.
CLINTON, Ky.
you to continue to use your
Carla Morris, daughter of Mr.
Golden Key to find greater hapand Mrs. Wallace Morris of
piness and opportunities; to
Clinton Rt. 4, was the only high
share B&PW with other workschool student on a panel dising women; and to continue to
cussion presented at the Confind ways in which to make our
communities, state and nation
vention Center during the rea better place in which to live. cent Kentucky Education AssoMy thanks to each and every
ciation meetings in Louisville.
one of your for your cooperAppearing along with two
ation and support this past year. school superintendents and a
An anniversary is the time of
school principal, Miss Morris
life...when one more year is
represented the viewpoint of the
gone...A golden year that God
discussion entitled,
allowed...To let us carry on... student in a
Indeed it is a compliment... "Always the Children First",
which was presented for the!
To pass another mile...For God
must feel our being here...ls school lunch section at the conference. It dealt with nutrition
somehow worth the while... And
that is why I greet ydil and... for to day's youth.
Congratulate you too... But all I A junior, Miss Morris' selecthe more because today...I know ;lion for participation on the
you as I do.. Because you are
panel was based on her activia gentle soul...Forever good
ties as a delegattsio the Ken:;,:,
141
.
i i144.146462
iiii
ence.,,

Miss Wilson wore an A-line
dress of orchid linen with white
and purple trim. She wore a
by the
corsage
presented
hostesses.
The gift table was covered
a
with a white cloth, with
large wedding bell hanging over
it. White streamers extended

County FHA Members
Attend District Meeting

State Convention:
Lexington,
Hotel Phoenix,
May 14, 15 and 16. We are
allowed 5 delegates and 5 alten
ternates. Let's fill all
spots.

Free Clinic
Offered For
First Graders
The Fulton Health Center Will
hold a clinic Tuesdan, May 18
for all children who will be
Bret graders in Fulton city
schools in September. The
clinic will be held from 1, to
2 p.m.
According to Adeline,children entering firsk grade must
have a birth certificate,,eera
immunizatioas and
physical checkup. Doctors at
the clinic will provide free
physical examinations, and
Mrs. Gert Braswell, health
nurse, will discuss immuntssUons with parents.
First-grade teachers from
Carr end Terry-Norman will be
M the clinic to fill out entrance
cards for the childtten.

Chanty Game

ALSO RECEIVING "DEVILIERS" from South Fulton co-edlters Maynard and 14ellie were faculty sponsors Mrs. Paul Slaylock, (left) and Mn. Philip Andrews (right). (Story on page one)

Bridal Party In South Fulton Honors Family Party
Betty Pruitt, Fiancee Of Thomas Arnn Held In Honor
The colonial home of Mrs.
Sammy Haddad on Vancil Street
In South Fulton was the setting
a
for
evening
Saturday
beautifully planned bridal
courtesy honoring Miss Betty
Carol Pruitt, fiancee of Thomas
Wayne Arnn of Milan. The
prenuptial party, given to introduce the immediate families
of the engaged pair to friends and
relatives, was co-hosted by Mrs.
John Simpson of South Fulton.
Mrs. Haddad, wearing a pant
formal of white crepe accented
with sequin and silver trim on the
cuffs on the long sleeves and on
the band of the high keyhole
neckline, welcomed the guests.
The receiving line formed in
the marble foyer of the lovely
new home where bouquets of
yellow and white blossoms added
to the decor.
For the occasion Miss Pruitt
wore a stunning pant formal of
white chiffon and black crepe
lavishly encrusted with white
seed pearls.The empire bodice of
chiffon was styled with full,
elbow length sleeves and a high

Mrs. Green
IX Duplicate
Is Re-Elected Conducts
By Art Guild

rairsutispowerwrionfer
She also is active in 4-H, the
Oakwood Methodist Church, and
In the Hickman County High
School where she is a Beta Club
member, in the Future Teachers of America and the Swing
Choir.

HOLY LAND TOUR
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Tigrett of
London recently visited the
Holy Land. She is the former
Rita Wilson of Fulton.

keyhole neckline caught with a
band of black crepe etched with
the white seed pearls. The seed
pearls, forming an abstract
design, were used down either
side, then created a wide border
at the flaring hemline. She
complemented her attire with
black and white sandles,
diamond earrings and a gift
corsage of white carnations
backed with black and white
ribbons.
Her mother. Mrs. William
Franklin Pruitt of South Fulton,
chose a beautiful ensemble of
pale beige silk shantung, a dress
topped with a matching coat
fastened high at the waistline
then opened to reveal the empire
lines of the design. Her accessories were in the harmonizing beige tone and a green
scarf accentuated the neckline.
Mrs. James D. Aran of Milan,
mother of the bridegroom-to-be,
was attired in a lovely aqua knit
dress with a band of Venise lace
in a floral pattern extending
diagonally from the neckline to
the hemline. Her accessories
were in bone.
Mrs. Simpson received in a
long-sleeved white knit dress
highlighted with a matinee length
pearl and gold necklace and
white pumps.
Miss Elaine Bratcher of Gibson, a cousin of the bride,
presided at the guest register
which was kept with a red
plumed pen on • marble too.
antique table. Miss Bratcher,
who will be a bridesmaid in the
June weddirs, was wearing a
white pant formal with white
pumps. She was seated in a red
antique velvet covered chair.
Guests were than invited into
the formal dining room where the
handsomely laid dining table
was covered with an exquisite
ecru cutwork cloth imported
from Lebanon, home of the
hostess' inother-in-law, Mrs.
Nellie Haddad. Forming the
centerpiece was a crystal bowl
filled with yellow and white
pompons and leatherlesf flanked
with yellow tapers in silver
candle holders. Yellow punch

Of Newlyweds

was served from a cut glass bowl,
and dainty cake squares, frosted
Mr. and Mrs. John U. Mcin white and crested with yellow
wedding bells, were served from Kendree, who were married
silver trays. Silver compotes held April 18, were honored Friday
tiny yellow and white mints and night, April 30 with a party
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
salted, mixed nuts.
Serving were Mrs. Frank Glynn Bard.
is the
Mrs. McKendree
Bratcher of Jackson and Miss
Joy Job of Fulton. Mrs. Brat- former Julie Ann Bard, daughcher's after-five frock of blue silk ter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
shantung featured an empire Bard. Her husband is the son
waistline and a long-sleeved of Mr. and Mrs. J. U. McKenbolero styled jacket fastened with dree.
covered buttons. Mika Job wore a
Miss Vicki Bard presided at
two-piece outfit, a long-sleeved the guest register and Miss
in
assisted
dress topped with a sleeveless Jennifer Bard
tunic.
opening the gifts. Miss Marilyn
Assisting the bride with the McKendree took photographs
opening and display of the gifts during the informal party.
were three aunts, Mrs. Guy Guests were members of the
Bratcher of Gibson, Mrs. James Bard and McKendree families.
Hughes of Trenton and Mrs. J. C.
Spring flowers in a silver
Reed of Kenton. All wore formal bowl formed the centerpiece of
pant dresses.
the refreshment table. Yellow
Gifts were displayed in the den candles in silver candlesticks
the
of
area
dining
and casual
flanked the bowl.

home where tables were draped
with yellow cloths. Of special
interest was the antique, round
oak dining table which was
centered with an arrangement of
spring flowers in a footed, brass
container and set with Lennox
china, crystal and sterling silver
in the honoree's chosen patterns.
Vicki Sargent, daughter of
Some 45 guests called between
the hours of 7:45 and 9:30 p.m. Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Sargent,

Vicki Sargent
Leads Cayce
Class Of'71

Fulton Junior High
Picks Cheerleaders
Weeks and Kim
Caroline
Brock will be co-captains of
the 1971-72 Fulton Junior High
cheerleading squad. Tryouts
were held Wednesday, April 28
at Carr gym.
Other cheerleaders will be
Carman !Rudolph, Cathy Cash,
Tibbs, and Donna
Tammy
Pewitt. Thirty girls competed
in the tryouts.

and Cindy Moss, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moss,
are the valedictorian and salutatorian, respectively, of the
1971 Cayce Elementary School
eighth grade class.
Yield's average is 96.3 and
Cindy's is 96.23. Other honor
graduates (with averages of 90
or above) are Kathy Hendon,
Jill Adams, Lynn Jones, Penny
Witt, Carla Moreland, Johnny
Bennett, Janice Harrison, Dinah
Sowell, Cindy Adams, Susan
Davis, and Phyllis Alexander.
Graduation exercises will be
held Wednesday, May 19 at 8
p.m. at Cayce School.

NEW YORK VISITORS
HOME FROM FLORIDA
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Lawrence
were recently visited by their
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Willingdaughter and son-in-law, Mr. ham have returned to their
and Mrs. W. R. Seed of Mo- Fulton home after wending
hawk, New York.
the winter in Fort Lauderdale.

Lions Will Host
Pancake Supper

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends: Mrs.
Sterling Powers, Bruce Barker,
Walter Voelpel, May 6; Charles
Maynard, Mrs. Mildred Freeman, Merritt Sisk, C. I. Walker,
May 7; Robert Bellew, A. D.
Russell, May 8; Gary Cathey,
Umphrey McKendree, May 9;
J. T. Brockwell, Jimette Gilbert, Carl Wilson, May 10;
Mrs. Maude Williams, May 11;
Mrs. Henry Bethel, Mrs. D. D.
Legg, May 12.
_
The range of average weight
Is beS.
of women In the U.
tween 110 and 150 pounds.'

The Fulton Lions Club will
conduct a pancake supper Friday, May 7 from 5:30 to 8 p.m.
at the South Fulton School cafeteria. Lions and their wives will
do the cooking and serving.
The Lions Club has already
contributed about $700 to the
Twin Cities Christmas Decorations Fund. All proceeds from
be
the pancake supper will
contributed to the fund,

Hello World

filled two national goals, "Our
Future as Homemakers" and
to
"Preparedness, the Key
Opportunity."
Attending from FultonCounty
were Mrs. Carol Lattus and
Mrs. Jackie Davis, advisers;
Mrs. Donna Perry Hardy, 197071 Chapter and district president; Wanda Everett, Shirley
McClellan,
Anne
Durham,
Teresa Perry, Sherry. Pair.
Debbie
Castleman, El vie
Hughes,
Gloria
Roberson,
Debra Mayberry, Jana Kyle,
Chonette Goodman, Trudy Walters, Janice Williams, Patricia
Jones, Debbie Sowell, Mareena
Wright, and Kathy Green.

Fulton County FHA members
were among 200 delegates from
27 chapters at a district meetApril 24. The
ing Saturday,
meeting, held at Reidland High
School, was also attended by
about 40 chapter advisers.
Mrs. Jackie Davis, Fulton
County chapter adviser, served
as consultant to Group B, which
nominated candidates for historian, reporter, and parliamentarian.
The local chapter received
an award for participating in
a national project. Four Fulton County members prepared
a summary of the year's work,
showing how the chapter ful-

Clinton
Girl On
Panel

and mind...And that is why I
say a prayer...That God will
always bless...Your life with Joy
on earth and with eternal hap piness.---(James J. Metcalfe.)
Your President, Anna Lou

from the bell to a smaller bell
in each corner. The table was
a bride and
with
centered
groom.
The refreshment table, from
which punch, cookies, and nuts
were served, was covered with
a white cloth and centered with
bridal couple.
a miniature
Spring Rowers were arranged
throughout the room.
The guests enjoyed contests
and contributed recipes ,for
Miss Wilson's recipe file.
and
Over seventy friend*
relatives attended. Out of town
WilVernin
Mrs.
were
guests
son. mother of the bride, (rem
Union City, and Mrs. Ronnie
Allen, sister of Mr. Cardwell,
from Dyersburg.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. William Copeland of Fulton, a
girl on May 3 at 3.10 p.m. She
weighed five pounds.

Officers for the Fulton-South
Fulton Art Guild were elected
A charity game was conducted
April 29, at the
Thursday,
Guild's last meeting of the year. Thursday afternoon at the regular
meeting
of Union City's Duplicate
The slate of officers, presented
by Mrs. Aline Homra and Mrs. Bridge Club held with nine and
Nathan Wade, was elected by one-half tables in play.
Overall winners were Mrs.
acclamation.
Brantly Amberg of Hickman anc
Mrs. James Green, current
Mrs. A. G. Campbell of Dresden.
re-elected.
was
president,
For the North-South.-Mrs.
Other officers were Mrs. Ray 'Robert Clitidenin ortitirt ant
;Buffer, vice-president;. .Mrs. Ws, Janata. warrin eV' Hof
and were in first place; Mrs. Max
Jack Allen, treastrer;
Mrs. Smith Atkins, secretary. Altfeld and Mrs. mei Si
Also elected were the fol- second; and Mrs. John Reed and
lowing committee chairmen- Mrs. Claude Botts, third.
winners were:
Mrs. Homer Wilson, publicity;
East-West
Mrs. Louis Sowell, Mrs. Vir- First, Mrs. Amber( •nd Mrs.
Atkins,
Mrs.
Mrs. Maxsecond,
and
Campbell;
Stokes,
ginia
program; Mrs. Atkins, hospi- well McDade and Mrs. vat Killetality; Mrs. Bill Adams, all brew of Fulton; and third, Mrs.
Duiuivant and Mrs.
Frank Nightingale, Bedford
exhibits;
spring exhibit; Jack Burchard, George Cloys.
Tuesday evening there were
traveling exhibit; Mrs.Homra,
scrapbook and supplies; Mrs. eta and one-half tables in :play
and
the Howell game was used.
E. E. Williamson, telephone;
Mrs. McDade and Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Hendon Wright, coordiSwann Bushart of Fulton "ere
nator.
fire; Mrs. Kenneth Fussell and
Two summer events were Lee Grasfeder, second; and Mrs.
announced at the meeting.Guild J. R. Hogan and Mrs. W. L. Rolwater
members will exhibit
„land of Fulton, third.
colors at the Obion County library in Union City during July,
and on June 10 the Guild will
hold Paint Night, when beginners are welcomed to paint with
the members in the Guild room.
May Fellowship Day, sponsored by Church Women -United, will be held Friday, May
7 at 10 a.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.
The Rev. James Wilkinson of
The Fulton Woman's Club Trinity Episcopal Church will
Garden Club will have their
be the speaker. Theme of'the
annual May breakfast Friday, program is "Enlarge the place
May 14 at 8:30 a.m. at the of your tent in today's world.”
Terrace. Reservations Mrs. Anna Belle Edwar4 is
Park
may be made by calling Mrs. chairman of the program and
Elmer Hart 479-2359, or Mrs. Mrs. Larry Kelly is president
Floyd Martin 479-2427.
of CWU.

Rev. Wilkinson Is.
Fellowship Speaker

Garden Club Plans May 14 Breakfast

telout .2a6tle4S
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers You've
printed many letters about kids
who use drugs. Every time I
read one I say to myself, "I
hope to Cod somebody out there
is listening." I do volunteer
work at a drug abuse clinic -from 7 'til midnight, after eight
hours at my regular job.
Last week a 16-year -old boy
died at my feet—an overdose
of heroin. His buddies carried
him in. He was a handsome kid
with gorgeous brown eyes like
a doe. His hair was golden and
curly like a small child's. We
had to call his parents to come
to the clinic and claim his body.
It was a scene I will never forget.
Every day dozens of teenagers show up sick as dogs
dirty
from
with hepatitis
a
needles. Yesterday I saw
girl with so many needle holes
in her arms she looked like a
pin cushion. Some kids come
in with serious stomach disorders. When they get spaced
they forget to eat.
I keep reading articles about
"soft" drugs versus "hard"

drugs, "right" drugs versus

sounds simple but it won't work
for people who have "chargea-platitis." It's the same as
telling a boozer, "Drink, but
don't overdo it."
People who can't control their
buying should pay cash. As for
returning merchandise, some
stores are more cooperative
on. than others.

"wrong" arugs. Please keep
telling your readers to stay
away from ALL drugs including pot. Unless a kid is
a
chemist he can't tell what he's
getting and one day he might
get more than hecan
Right-On-The-Spot Witness

Dear
Witness: Right
Thanks for writing.
• *
••
Dear Ann Landers; Regarding the woman who was deeply
in debt because charge plates
made credit buying so easy:
Granted, too many people fall
for
"buy now, pay later"
slogans and
over-spend, but
have you ever tried to return
merchandise you paid cash for?
If the price tag is offend you've
lost the sales slip, forget it.
so they want "referEven
ences." If you don't drive a
car and have nodriver's license
they think you're some kind of
nut.
My advice is this: Have credit
all over, but don't overdo
Ric h mond Reader

Dear

Rich:

Your

Ann
Dear
Landers: My
mother who is a world traveler
picks up "souvenirs" along the
way for friends and relatives.
Among her souvenirs are airline silver, towels, ashtrays,
salt and pepper shakers, candlesticks -- in brief, anything
that isn't nailed down.
Mother is completely honest
in every other way and does not
consider this stealing. She insists the hotels and restaurants
want people to take things because it's good advertising.
What
Is your opinion?--Honest Emily

•
the Washington-Hilton
sail:
”Ninety-flve percent
Of. the
stealing done in hotels is 'internal'---and
not
do is :bit
guests.
Most
guests
are
•
honest."
Surprised? So was I. Ydut
light-fingered mother should

not take comfort in the thqughts
that everybody does it-.because most people DON'T: •
Charles Carey, manager..
the St. Regis-Sheraton iwt
York said this. "We expeer
certain amount of ,shrin
Oyster forks and demi-Wi
t
I
spoons disappear in great
bars, and we don't mind:,
when guests walk out with
eta and pictures, we feel
are taking advantage."
-1-O

What la French kiss

it wrong? Who should set
necking limits—the boy or
girl? Can a shotgun
succeed? Read Ann Land
wettt
booklet, ”Teen-Age Sex-To Cool It." Sen
Dear Ern: Never mind MY
opinion. Here's what Earl Mc- in coin and a long,self
advice Donough, general manager of lied, stamped envelope.

MORNING LINE(Continued from page one)

BOOKMARK WINNERS --When this picture
wils planned, it was for the purpose of
ptgaographing the three local winners in the
retional bookmark contest conducted during
National Library Week. Monday, however,

Mike Fry (right) of South Fulton was notified
that his bookmark had been selected as a
state winner also. The two regional winners
are Marcy Doss of East Side and Jeffery
Watkins of Central Elementary School.

Mike Fry Is
State Winner
For Bookmark

Everything
a true
bourbon
should be.

(Except expensive)
FULL
FIFTH

$4.50
Tax included
86 Proof Hiram Walker & Sons Inc., Peoria, III.

Mike Fry of South Fulton, who
like so many other Obion County
youngsters prepared a bookmark
during National Library Week,
has been notified that his regional
winning entry for grades 7-9 has
been selected a state winner.
Mike is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Fry of South Fulton.
Other regional winners include
Marcy Doss of East Side,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Doss in the 4-6 grade group, and
Jeffery Watkins of Central
Elementary School, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Watkins in the
1-3 grade group.
The public announcement of
Mike's winning bookmarkwaa
made at the annual Tennessee
Library Association meeting In
Gatlinburg Monday.
be
will
The
bookmark
reproduced • in the Tennessee
a
Librarian,
quarter
publication of the organization. It
will also be displayed, with cam
grade winners across the stale,
and reproduced for distributiki
at the state's various libraries.
Although he does not attend art
class, Mike said he does draw a
lot but his subject is usual*
motorcycles.
CENTRE DEAN'S LIST
William Michael Campbell,
son of Mrs. W. P. Campbell of
Fulton, has been named to the
Dean's List at Centre College,
Danville, for high scholastic
achievement. He is a 1967
graduate of Fulton High,
where he was valedictorian of
his class.

WHAT DO YOU WANT
IN A STATE SENATOR?
person who will try to capitalize oe every
occasion to promote his politkal ambitions.
or
k Mead who MI
fight for yaw
interests in

ing that jockey Avila was so anxious to keep
out of traffic jams that he raced in the middle of the track all the way around,Canonero
actually ran farther than the Calumets, Jim
French, and the other rail-huggers.
With hindsight. I saw that Canonero's
win shouldn't have been that surprising. In
1962, a California-bred, Decidedly, won the
Derby; 1963, Kentucky-bred Chateaugay:
1964, Canadian-bred Northern Dancer: 1965,
Kentucky-bred Lucky Debonair: 1966, Maryland-bred Kauai King; 1967, Kentuckybred Proud Clarion: 1968, Maryland-bred
Dancer's Image; 1969, Kentucky-bred Majestic Prince: 1970, Illinois-bred Dust Commander.
Notice the pattern? Every other year a
Kentucky-bred wins. Dust Commander darn
near upset the pattern last year; at first he
was reported as a Kentucky-bred, but later
it was,determined that when his birth was
registered, the Kentucky listing was a mistake. i3o it was time for another Kentuckybred to win this year, and Canonero qualified.
Unfortunately, so did 14 other starters
in this year's Derby. That system would have
eliminated only five possibilities. Still, it's
something to remember; according to the
pattern, 1972 won't be Kentucky's year.

South Fulton Students Elect
Phelps, Green, Malray, Hayden
Class officers for the 197172 academic year at South Fulton
High School have been
elected, principal Virgil Yates
announced.
Senior officers are: president, Pau/ Phelps; vice president, Mary Cannon; secretary,
Hutchins; treasurer,
Paula
Leigh Jeffrey; reporter, Lisa
Watts; historians, Jane Fuller
and Jane Green.
Junior class officers are:
president, Glynn Green; vice
president. Robert Burrow;secretary, Priscilla Winston;treasurer, Rannah Wheeler; re-

I Could have predicted, even before the
official figure was announced, that the
Derby attendance was an all-time record. Of
course, 100,001 would have beaten the old
record, but the crowd went 23,000 or so better than that. At one time, looking at the infield you could see spaces where people
spread out blankets and picnic tablecloths.
This year the people were wall-to-wall.
A friend of mine, going to her first
Derby, asked me where she could get some
good binoculars. I was tempted to ask if she
wanted a close-up of the flag, since that was
about all she could expect to see in the infield. Later she told me that she saw the
Derby all right—on closed circuit television
behind the grandstand! In 1969,1 lucked into
a pair of grandstand seats, and I attended the
Derby. So now I can say I've been to one,
and I don't get strange looks from people
who used to say,"You're from Louisville and
you've never been to a Derby?" But that's
all. The best seat in the house is in front of a
color TV.
111
Liffiliabouctirne the
manatlertient took a realistievolicy on 'the
"official" attendance. Old'Col. Matt Winn,
the publicity genius who made the Derby
what it is, felt that once the attendance
reached 100.000, if at a future Derby the
figure was below that, people might think
the Derby was losing popularity, when actually the crowd might have been kept down
by a heavy rain. Well, the Derby has been
televised since 1952, and viewers can certainly see if it's raining or not.
They're talking again about some kind
of standards for Derby entries—horses that
have won at least $25,000, horses that have
finished 1-2-3-4 in a stakes, higher entry fee,
etc. Just about any standards like that would
have eliminated Canonero. Actually, the
best deterrent to large fields is a good horse
like Hoist the Flag. Some years a good one
like him comes along, other years it's wide
open. My opinion is that the Derby would
lose a lot of its appeal if it became an invitation-only race.

Local attorney Rodney Miller spoke briefly to the student body of Fulton High School
as a part of "Law Day" on
Monday, May 3.
Miller talked concerning civil
disobedience as it now exists
throughout our country and
pointed out how this is perhaps
the greatest destroyer of democracy that we have.
He said that "we recognize
that there has never been a
utopian society on this earth and
doubt there ever will be because of the nature of people.
We the people of the United
States desire to have our lives
regulated by democratic ideals,
and tyranny is not the means
to solve problems in a democratic society."
Miller asked the students to
remember one point: "whenever the law ends - tyranny
begins."

Campbell Is
Third In Golf
Tournament

S. P. MOORE & CO

PAIN
SALE

9TH GRADE BOYS:
9TH GRADE GIRLS:
Jeff Campbell, Thomas
Karen Cash, Charlotte Coy,
Debra Farmer, Patti Jolley, Sanders, Max Thompson, Mark
Kay Nelms, Debbie Pennell, Welch.
Jan Pulley.
10TH GRADE BOYS:
Vat Gossum, Bobby Mahan,
10TH GRADE GIRLS:
Gig' Brock, Denise Homra, Earl McManus, Gary Sons,
David Thompson, Tom Veale.
Eve Nelson, Donna Sensing.
11TH GRADE BOYS:
11TH GRADE GIRLS:
Bob Engel, Mike Hatfield,
Evelyn
Alexander, Gwen
Armstrong, Alice Caldwell, Greg Scates.
Debbie Clark, Linda Stokes, 12TH GRADE BOYS:
Sandra Thompson.
Mike Fenwick, Danny Glasgow, Mike Tate, Tommy Tay12TH GRADE GIRLS:
lor,
Janice Alexander,Sue Elkins, STUDENTS MAKING ALL'A'S.
Trudy Goodwin, Ann Mahan,
Louella Puckett, Gig( Brock
Louella
Puckett, Kathy Mark
Welch, Pat Gossum
Wheeler, Janet Williamson, Bobby Mahan, David Thompson
Becky Edmonds.
Tommy Taylor.

MFG.SUGGESTED PRICE

SALE
RICE
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GALLO

(100% ACRYLIC EXTERIOR)

•1-Coat COVers'Aby-color •Whitest Outside Paint you can bu
•Formulated to "Breathe"
•Dries in minutes
•Clean up with soap &water

P4PARED FOR

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY lACE

S. P. MOORE & COMPANY
149 S. Broadway

Bade Flask T.

UNEXPECTED ILLNESS

Prepaid Health Care Protection Can Help You Budget
In Advance To Meet The Cost Of Needed Health Care
VARIOUS PROGRAMS ARE AVAILABLE TO ELIGIBLE:
• EMPLOYEE GROUPS
• COLLEGE STUDENTS
• INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILIES • INDIVIDUALS 65 OR OVER

This Year .

Re-discover)Icuuy
Enjoy Your

Vacation But Be Sure To Take Along
Your BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD 1.0. Card
(Form Bureau Members, see your Form Bureau Agent.)

KENTUCKY

BLUE CROSS% and BLUE SHIELD'
BLUE

CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.
KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.
3101 Bardstown Road •Louisville, Ky. 40205•(502)452-1511
SAInorion Ilese.tft Assovet..

Vote For

WENDELL

FORD
For Governor

AND ACCIDENis

Kentucky BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD'

Irlutionfl Analation .1 SOos Mold Floe

For more informationsend us the coupon, today,
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Fulton City High School Honor Roll
2nd Semester - 2nd Six Weeks - April 15, 1971

/fra. C

Mrs.E

WINS COUNTRY HAM
Steve Haynes was the winner
recently of a country ham
given away by the Concerned
Black Citizens.

Want Your Vote!

Charles 0. Davis

KPTC SCHOLAR

13,4) Hawley,' son of Lt. Col.
(Rel.) and Mrs. James T. Nanporter, Jeanne Hushing; hisney, has been awarded a Naval
torians, Gary Johns and Cathy
ROTC Scholarship to study at
Whitlock.
officers are; Vanderbilt University.
Sophomore
Katie Malray, president; Johnny
Jones, vice president; Sandy
Cardwell, secretary and reporter; Pat Counsell, treasDon
urer; Patty Rose and
340 Broodway, South Fulton
Green, historians.
Phone 471-1114
Freshman officers are: Tim
Hayden, president; Tom Lewis, -.Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
vice president; Lisa Butler,
secretary; Jean Kilzer, treas- —Vinyl and Tliss
urer; Candida Walker, report- --Downs and McGee Carpeting
er; and Debbie McGuire, his- —Upholstering, Modern and
torian.
Antique
rules were esElection
tablished by the student council —Viking Kitchen Carpeting
faculty.
and approved by the

Johnny Campbell, a senior at
Fulton High School, won third
place Friday, April 30 in the
West Kentucky Conference Golf
Match. Fourteen teams from
Western Kentucky schools met
In the 18-hole tournament, held
at the South Highland Golf and'
Country Club in Mayfield.
Stevo.; Rtira Bowling
s the winGreen
ner witis.12.19acohd was Kirk
Jones of Hopkinsville, with 74,
and Campbell was third with 76,
He won third in a sudden-death
playoff against John Ignacio of
Fort Campbell, who also carded
a 76 in regulation play.
Bowling Green won the team
championship with a 308 total.
Hopkinsville was second with
314. Fulton City was seventh
with 340.

ION RS OR FORD
FOR GOVERNOR

Elect

RECUPERATING
Mrs. Boone Bennett has left
E. H. Cramp Hospital in Memphis and is at Irme in Water
Valley.

BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD
3101 lardsliswe Road. Louisville, Ky. 40205

GROUP PUNS MAY St MIMI) WHIM
5 OR MORE IMPiOYfiS

NF-371

HOME
NAME .

ADDRESS

COMPANY

ADDRESS

STATE
ZIP
CITY
Please send me, without obligation, information on health care benefits and eligibility
requirements.
06$ years of ego Of over.
64 years of age or under.
I am;
0 Interested In forming a group.
0 A college student.
I am: A Blue Cross and Blue Shield member, certificate
_
o Reaching If. 0 Setting married. 0 Interested in upgrading benefits, under op 15
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Jehovah's Witnesses Expect
Mn. Cratrifield

Mrs. Mho Colley

Mrs. Mary Etta Colley, widow
Mrs. Maggie White Crutchfield, 91, died Thursday meta- of Otho Colley, died Saturday,
lag, April 89, after an extend- May 1, at her home in water
Valley. She was 93.
ed illness.
Mrs. Colley, the daughter of
Born in Decaturville, Ten nessee, October 29, 1879, she Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Guilt,
was
late
the
daughter
of
born April 12 1878, in
was the
William White and Clementine Graves County.
She is survived by two sons,
Walters White. Her husband,
D, Leach Crutchfield, preceded Edward Colley of Ortonville,
in
Mrs.
1939.
Michigan and Owen Colley of
her in death
Crutchfield was a member of Bay City, Michigan; one daughthe Central Church of Christ. ter, Mrs. Margaret McAlister
She is survived by a son, of Homestead, Florida; five
Hershel Crutchfield of Fair- grandchildren, and 17 greatbanks, Alaska; adaughter, Mrs. grandchildren.
A son, Sam Colley, preceded
Ivan Brady of Fulton`;` a stepof her in death in 1970.
son, Arthur Crutchfield
Marble Hill, Missouri, and
Funeral services were held
several grandchildren.
at 2 p.m. Tuesday, May 4,
Funeral services were held at Hornbeak Funeral Chapel,
at 2 p.m. Saturday, May 1 at with the Rev. Alonzo Williams
Funeral Home officiating. Burial was in Camp
Hornbeak
Chapel, with the Rev. Charles. Beauregard Cemetery.
officiating.
Burial was
Houser
in Greenlee Cemetery.

"How do I get to Central Saturday morning.
" many drivers "The purpose of stiCh as,
High School'
will be asking Friday afternoon semblies," Mr. Clark stated,
as they reach Paris, Tennassee. "is to gain spiritual maturity
Jehovah's and advance one's Christian
be
will
They
Witnesses who will be attend- ministry in a delinquent world
ing the opening session of the so that all lovers of righteousgroup's three-day seminar that ness can be taught the Bible
will open Friday, May 7 and principles of love and look
conclude Sunday
afternoon, forward to sure promises of
God." In harmony with this,
May 9.
According to Raymond Clark Friday evening's program will
presiding minister of the Ful- begin at 6:95 p.m. with the
the
"Implanting
ton congregation, upwards of address,
1,200 ministers and their Word," given by Mr. Joseph
families from central and Saia, District Supervisor of
western Tennessee and western ministers of Brooklyn, New
Kentucky are expected to be in York, and Chairman of the seminar.
attendance.
The public is especially inThe program will provide a
format for talks, discussions vited to hear the highlight of
and demonstrations on a wide the assembly on Sunday aftervariety of Bible subjects. Morn- noon at 200 p.m. when the Bible
ing, afternoon and evening ses- discourse, "What is Behind the
sions will be conducted with a Spirit of Rebellion?'' will be
baptism of new ministers on given by Mr. Sala.

• GOOD SPRINGS

Mrs. Hal McQueen

Mrs. Manse WeMbreek

The Bookmobile made its
Mrs. Hal McQueen, 70, died
suddenly Saturday, May 1 at regular trip to our community
last week and after the checkher home in Tiptonville.
The former Cynthia Ella up made by the librarians we
found
that 242 books had been
Woods, she was born October 27, 1900, the daughter of read. About 100 books were exthe late Willie Woods and Cattle changed which puts an opportunity before us all to select
Carter Woods.
She is survived by her hus- and read at least a little.
Those enjoying a fish supband, two daughters, Mrs. Billy
Mrs. per in the home of Eunice HarSlayden of Fulton and
Richard Adams of Cayce; a rison last Thursday were Mr.
brother, Hubert Woods; three and Mrs. Richard Harrison of
sisters, Mrs. Dan McKinnis of Union City, Mr. and Mrs. Jodie
Fulton and Mrs. Garvin Powell Hedge and Mr. and Mrs. John
and Mrs. Annie Glidewell of Lee and son.
Mrs. Verne Windsor was
Tiptonville; and five grandhonored with a birthday dinner
children.
her home Saturday. Those
at
Services were held at 3 p.m.
Monday, May 3 at White-Ran- enjoying the day with her and
and Mrs.
son Memorial Chapel, with Mr. Windsor were Mr.
and Mrs.
the Rev. Tom Brand, pastor of T. L. Ainley and Mr.
Windsor.
Doyle
Phillippy Baptist Church, ofEunice Harrison enjoyed a
ficiating. Burial was in Obion
visit with friends at Weakley
County Memorial Gardens.
Home last
County Nursing
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Cole
are now back at their home
Mrs. E. W. Crider, 57, died improved, but far from well.
afternoon,
Monday
suddenly
Mrs. Winnie Cunningham is
May 3, at Hillview Hospital. visiting with Mrs. Eula Nelson
The former Lola McBride, at Fulton.
she was born in White County,
If you hear a church bell
Tennessee, on September 30, ringing these Sunday mornings,
1913, the daughter of the late Good Springs has a new bell
Hunter McBride and Bertha ringer, Lanny Bethel. That is
Clouse McBride. Mrs. Crider one way of saying, "Get out
was a member of the Smith and come to church."
Street Church of Christ.
Bro. Gayle Barnes has been
She is survived by her hus- secured as the visiting preacher
band; a daughter, Mrs. Barbara for the revival at Good Springs
Hause of Lansing, Michigan; beginning July 25.
a sister, Mrs. Maggie Monette
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vincent
of South Fulton; and three are gone to Akron for a visit
Jualse
grandchildren: Miss
with their children. .
Stovet and Miss Ytilautcksiottveri
ClarAt% Hanoi
and Tonka Hause, all of Lans- visited Sunday with Andy and
ing.
Rachel Mathis at Farmington.'
Funeral services were at 2
During March of Missions
p.m. Wednesday at Hornbeak observance, Good Springs is
Funeral Chapel, with the Rev. making a study of the meaning.
Gerald Stow and Rev. Don and implications of mission as it
Kester officiating. Burial was relates to them, covering a
In Gardner Cemetery.
different phase each week, durPallbearers were Bill Hall, ing the Sunday School hour.
Pete Cheathum, Tony Overby, "What Is Mission" the first
G. C. Overby, Donny Snider, topic was given by Hillman
and Jerry Snider.
Westbrook. Next, "Why Mission" by T. L. /Wiley. Then
the Fellowship Class gave
• ROUTE THREE "What Mission Good Springs
Is Doing." Those taking part
Mrs. Aline Williams
were Loyd Watkins, Jaunita McSorry Folks I did not write Call, Laura DeFreece and BerBlaylock. Next Sunday.
husband
nice
my
week,
last
the news
and I were in Memphis for him we are looking forward to the
to have a physical check-up in Young Adults discussing,"What
the Veterans Hospital Monday. Good Springs Ought To Be
Mrs. Paula Wisdom is much Doing."
improved after surgery last
week. We hope she can soon be •
Chestnut Glade
out and about again.
By Mrs. Hervey Vaughan
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
and Mr. and Mrs. Walker MyMrs. Laverne Owensby has
dett were out bright and early
last Tuesday for the men to been asked to serve as Chairgo fishing near Paris, Tenn. man for the Cancer Crusade in
George Cannon of Paris took the seventeenth district. A plan
them out in his boat, and they has been made for eachhome in
had an enjoyable day with the the district to be visited durladies shopping around in Paris ing the month of May. It is
hoped that each person will give
all day.
Mr. and Mrs. J P. Jones generously to this most worthy
and daughter of Paducah have cause. Mrs. Jeter Wheat will
returned from a trip to Bettis- serve as Co-Chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Niumey,
burg, Miss., where they visited
his aunt, Mrs. Inez (Jones) visited her brother and wife
and Mrs. Hardin Morris
Mr.
from
me
Smith. They called
Fulton to say they had a good in St. Louis last week. Both
are
trip and were back home again. Mr. and Mrs. Morris
We wish to extend our sym- shut-ins and were unable to
his
of
mother
funeral
pathy to the Morris family in attend the
the loss of their mother last Mrs. Eula Morris.
Best wishes for a recovery
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Miller of are extended to Miss Bert GoldSt. Louis, Mo., spent last week- en who is a patient in the Obion
end with her brother, Mr. and County Hospital due to a fall
which caused several broken
Mrs. N. C. Dalton.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Vick- bones.
Mrs. Fred Vaughan has reerey in Memphis send their
good wishes to their old neigh- turned from a few days visit
her niece and family in Paris.
to
are
They
bors and friends here.
Mrs. Ralph McKnight from
fine.
Mrs. Aline Williams visited Sheffield, Alabama, and Mrs.
with Mrs. Kaira Williams In Bill Brown from Frisco, ColWater Valley to wish her a hap- orado, visited their sisters
Mrs. D J. Jones and Mrs.
py birthday last week.
Frank Parish Is a patient in Harvey Vaughan and others in
the Obion County Hospital in this community last week.
Mrs. Nell Pewitt and Mrs.
Union City at this writing.
Mr. Meth Emily was taken Pat Meade from Memphis, Mrs,'
to the Fulton Hospital last week Lanette Allen of Fulton and,
and remained a patient there daughter, Janet, from Loliisville have returned to their
for a cheek-up.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive and homes after a week Of vacain Florida.
tioning
mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Olives
Hardy Vaughan, from Califor- A family dinner was enjoyed
nia, are visiting Mr. and Mr.. In the home of Mrs. Bob Elliott
Elzo Foster and other ritlatIVes last Sunday by her parents, Mr.
and friends in this neighbor- and Mrs. Lon Watts and brothers, Mr. and Mrs. Ishmel
hood.
Mrs. Martha Lou Kindred, Watts and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Mrs. Mable Nabors, and Mr. Watts.
and Mrs. Everett Williams Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundiall,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Elan Fos- Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barber,
ter and Mrs. Vaughn, Tuesday Mr. and Mrs. Durell Terrell,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
and
afternoon.
Mrs. Revel Moody visited Mr,Vaughan enjoyed a bountiful
and Mrs. Everett Williams SL- MINT' in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Wiley Sims last Saturday.
day afternoon.
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Rep. Ed Jones Social Service
Will Address Board Elects
Sunday School New Officers
Congressman Ed Jones will
be the guest speaker at South
Fulton Baptist Church at 1000
a.m. Sunday, May 9th. Rep.
Jones will speak to the Sunday
School of the church on the
subject, "Crises in Our Nation Today." The church has
been studying for the last several weeks from the book of
Jeremiah, a unit of study entitled, "A Nation in Crises."
The church will also honor
four mothers on this day: the
Oldest,
the youngest,
the
mother with the most children
present in the service, and the
couple that has been wed the
longest,
The •pastor, Rev.
Gerald Stow, will speak at the
11:00 a.m. service on the
Christian Home.

New officers for the Christian Social Service Project were
chosen Tuesday night, April 27
at a meeting of the project's
of directors. Caseboard
workers Paula Thomas and
also reEthelene Ra)mond
ported on the number of needy
persons receiving assistance
In the area.
The new officers are. chairman, Mrs. Essie Jennings, Mrs.
Laura Etheridge, co-chairman;
Frank Welch, secretary; and
Mrs. Brenda Roberts, treasurer.
of
Members of the board
directors are the Rev. Jim
Wilkinson, the Rev. Jordan Davis, Bill Powers, Julius Falkoff,
Marian White, Geri Braswell,
Lorene Harding, Clyde Stunson,
Pat Casparian, Lois

ler, Blanche Moses, Betty Easley, Ann Moses, Kathy Jones,
Ward, and Janice
Margaret
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan icesby
Newborn.
of Crutchfield visited Sunday
with their son, Jennings Leeris a
The Social Service
by, and his family in Misruleprivate project through which
They also attended the
needy persons are given both tnwn.
public and private assistance. Billy Graham Crusade in LexMrs. ington and visited there with
and
Raymond
Mrs.
Thomas can be reached at the their clauenter, Mrs. Marion
Hickman office at 236-2217. Eblen and her family.

Greenfield Monument Works
— In Operation 68 Years —

*

Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
Opcn Sunday Afternoons

W. O. Powers

Greenfield
Phone 224-1213

Fulton
Phone 172-1851

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Iniroducin Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Mrs.E. W.Crider

-371

ity

Church Picture Courtesy of Gardner's Studio

UNITED CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOO

This, the United Church of the Living God, the pillar and
ground of the truth, was founded in Los Angeles, California, in the
year 1946 by Bishop 0. K. Clifton.
Bishop Clifton oame to Fulton in 1961 and started services in a
small frame building on Wade Street in South Fulton. His initial
work was to help the under-privileged and the poor. He was blessed
and found favor with the white businessmen, who assisted him in
getting jobs for people. Then, in 1963, he was able to buy the site
where the present church is located, 425 Kentucky Avenue in Ful-

The church has an auxiliary known as the B-4 Club, standing
for Better Homes, Better Parents, Better Communities and Better
Workers for Christ. The membrship has grown to about thirty
members.

The pastor, Bishop Clifton, is a member of the Urban Renewal
Commission and Community Development Agency and the T.*
Cities Development Association, and has made many friends in the
community. He states that he is grateful for being a part of as
community and wishes to thank the pastors of the city for their
cooperation.
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Sunday: Sunday School
Evangelistk Service
Evening Service
Monday: Prayer Meeting
Wednesday Missionary Night
Friday: Young People's Service

This Feature Is Published with The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
Sew* Fulton, Tennessee

M & B Gulf Station

E. W. James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
412.11010

SUPERMARKETS
South Fulton
Hickman
Union City

The Citizen's Bank

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.

Kentucky Ave. at Reed

Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

234-2655

Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

4721471

Hornbeak Funeral Home

Henry I. Siegel Company, Ina,

302 Carr Street

Fulton and South Fulton
• Geed piece to work

Fulton, Ky.

472-1412

Fulton Electric Systeme
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street

472-1342

Compliments of

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK
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Spring Rallies Will Be Held
Next Week By County 4-H Clubs
The results of 4-H projects
conducted over the past school
by
year will be displayed
4-H members at the annual
Rallies
Fulton County Spring
May 11-15.

E NGINEERS(Continued from page one)
nish specific data on matters
pertinent to the study, including technical, economic andecological and environmental material. Oral statements will be
heard, however, for accuracy of
record, all important facts and
statements should be in writing
and be handed to the presiding
officer at the meeting or may be
mailed prior to the meeting to
the undersigned at the address
in the letterhead.
Mailed statements should indicate that they are in response
to this announcement. All statements, both oral and written,
will become part of the official
record on this study and will
be made available for public
examination.
Final selection of a plan for
recommendation to higher authority will be made only after
full consideration is given to
responsible
of
the views
agencies, groups and citizens.
cannot
be taken
However, this
as a commitment that the Federal Government will undertake
improvements
or proany
grail s. Although this study has
resulted in recommendations
for undertakings by the Federal
Government, their accomplishment will depend upon authorization and funding by the Congress, according to Col. John
V. Parish, Jr., District Engineer.

Rallies will be held on the
following dates: May 11, 1:002:$0 p.m. at Hickman Elementary 11; May 12, 1:30-3:00 p.m.
at Cayce School;
May 13,
130-3:00
p.m. at Western
School; and May 15, 10:00 a.m.
to noon at Hickman Elementary I. The May 15 rally will
also determine county 4-Ii winners.
Contests that 4-H members
will enter
include clothing,
speech, and demonstrations on
such subjects
as
careers,
health,
electricity,
foods,
grooming, safety, and others.
Competition will be held on
junior level (10-13 years old)
and senior level (14-19 years).
All 4-H members have been
urged to enter at least one
contest.
Winners in the county rally
will be eligible to enter the
area rally in June. Area winners will then qualify for the
statewide
4-H
contests in
August at the Kentucky State
Fair.

Bond Sales
Well Behind
1970 Figure
Sales of Series E and H
Savings Bonds in Fulton County
for March were $17,315 while
sales for the first three months
totaled $57,389 or 23.3 percent
of the county's annual goal of
$245,600. Sales a year agowere
$82,312.

Health
The Fulton County
Departments
in Fulton and
free
Hickman will provide
literature and
identification
cards to all known diabetics
who contact the health centers
and ask to be placed on
a
mailing list.
In Kentucky, diabetes ranks
sixth among all
cases of
death. Severe complic ations can
also result from so-callei,
"hidden" (undiagnosed) diabetes.

The following people were
patients in Fulton's hospitals
the week of May 6:
HILL VIEW
Ruby McDaniel, Union City;
Ruth Greer, Carnell Harrison,
Robin Lee Ann Harrison, Hickman; Frances Taylor, Janice
Wright, Iona Bradley, Wingo;
Ruben Hopson, Clinton; Ruby
Collins, Water Valley; Mary
Smith, Milton Counce, Jean
Marie Douglas, Betty Grissom,
South Fulton; Mildred Lewis,
Lola Dallas, Fred Whitehead,
Maggie Hicks, Nancy Wharton,
Allan Rowland, Cecil Wilkins,
Tommy Pruitt, Fulton.
FULTON
Mrs. Johnny S. Brundige,
Viola
Dresden, Tennessee;
%Vickers,
Mounds, Illinois;
Emma
West, Oakton; Ruby
Giffin, Union City; Neil Little,
Crutchfield;
H. E, Stewart,
Thelma Murphy, Arthur Bugg,
Clinton; Mildred Taylor, Fred
Clark, Hickman; R. C. Leath,
Ina
Hicks, Arthur Barber,
Water Valley; Reba Coltharp,
Mr. and
Mrs. John Finch,
Wingo;
Jackie Hicks, Sarah Rushton,
Mary Jean King, Joyce Moore,
John
Smith, South
Charles Jobe, 011ie Chambers,
Mary Nugent, Henry Grissom,
Sue Hancock, Kenneth Matheny,
Nelson Tripp, Mrs. William
Copeland, Mrs. Jimmy Kuykendall, Virginia Colley, J. L.
Lewis, Cozette Hill, Edna Atwill, E. E. Huffman, Sally
Chambers, W. Z. Cash, G. B.
Butterworth, Fara Jones, Fulton.

TODAY'S BEST BUY.. 4
THE MELVILLE CLARK

SPINET PIANO $57500
From Wurlitser
Your choice of 5 different styles and
finishes: Fruitwood, Early American,
Ebony, French Provincial or Italian
Provincial.
These pianos can be purchased for
as LITTLE as 19.95 down and 19.95
each month for 36 months. These
pianos can also be rented ... Only
$8 per month.
Call Mrs. L.

The Second Annual UTM Intercollegiate Rodeo will be
staged at the Oblon County Fairgrounds May 7-8.
Five collegiate rodeo teams
from throughout Tennessee will
be matching skill and wit in
the second annual event. The
fifty-member UTM team, including a dozen aspiring cowgirls, outdistanced four other
te ns in last year's rodeo for
th team trophy an d claimed
both all-round cowboy and cowgirl titles.
More than 75 participants in
the 1971 rodeo will be competing
for cash prizes, belt buckles and
plaques. Highlighting the rodeo
will be bareback riding, roping,
steer wrestling, bull riding
barrel racing, goat tying, wild
cow milking, and professional
clown and specialty acts.
The shows will begin at 7
p.m. each night with a country
and western band providing the
entertainment. Rodeo events
will begin at 8 p.m. Advance
tickets are available for $1.25
and $.50. Tickets may
be
purchased at
the gate for
$1.50 and $.75. Children under
12 are admitted free.

HOSPITAL NEWS

gulton,

218 E.
Coe
s MAIN
PHONE
of
JACKSON

Bowhunters
Host Annual
Carp Shoot

Fulton High School will be
represented at a "pops" concert at the University of Tennessee at Martin Sunday, May
9, at 3 p.m. on the Terrace of
the Fine Arts Building.
The Fulton High First Chair
Band comprising director Jack
Sublette's leading band students, will play with about half
a dozen other First Chair Bands
West
Tennessee high
from
schools. The "all-star" band
will be directed by Robert C.
Fleming of the UTM music
faculty. The bands' participation in the concert is by invitation only.
Music fans are invited to attend the outdoor concert. Anyone who wishes to set up a
lawn chair is welcomed to do so.

San Angelo, Texas.. Is
nation's lorge,
t market
sheep and wool.

Jerry Counce, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Dyer Counce of South
been
elected
Fulton,
has
Teacher of the Year by the
Student Senate of Paducah Community College, where he is an
instructor of psychology.
Counce will be entered in
competition for University of
Kentucky Teacher of the Year.

(Continued from Page One)
Dedmon. Mike Faulkner, Jimmy Greer, Tommy Greer, Ray
Guthrie, Terry Guthrie.
Also, Pat Hendrix, Stan Hurt,
Jefton,
Don Jackson, Gary
Gary Johns, Edgar Johnson,
Major Martin, Carl Mathias,
Arthur Misher, Jerry Moore,
Barry Moss, David Murphy,
Jerry Oliver, Richard Parham,
Bobby Parrott, Paul Phelps,
Keith Pruett, Daniel Puckett.
Greg
Also, Mark Robey,
Rose, Marcus Rose, Jeffrey
Smith, Willie Stunson, Steve
Waldrop, Joe Walker, Philip
Wiley, Darrell Williams, RonWinston,
ald Williams, Bob
Tommy Wright, Dale Yates,
Sonny Shepherd, and
Eddie
Forsythe.
Managers Mark Rose, Mark
Capra, and Jimmy Bynum also
received letters.
Basketball lettermen were
Taylor,
the Dan Cunningham, Steve
Jerry Oliver, David Murphy,
for
Steve Waldrop, Dennis Burke,
Donnie Crews, Mike Brown,
Ronald Lee, Mark Capra, MarRob 11/Mato% DPW
abou
Yates, Joe Mac Cawthorn, Don
Jackson, Charles Elliott, Carl
Mathias, and Gary Jetton.
Golfers Dale Yates, Donnie
Crews, Bob Winston, and Paul
Phelps, comprising South Fulton's first golf team, received
golf letters.
Girls' basketball letters were
presented to Sandra Archer,
Nancy Bagwell, Jimette Gilbert, Pam Hurt, Paula Hutchins,
Eche Maynard, Sharye Owens,
Judy Powell, Patti Ross, Michelle Morris, Kathy and Kay
Stunson, Evangeline Walker,
and manager Dale Walker.
Special guests recognized by
Principal Virgil Yates and master of ceremonies Kenneth
Crews were Harold Henderson,
chairman of the school board;
South Fulton Elementary principal K. M. Winston; and elementary
coaches
James
Faulker, Bobby Calhoun, and
Cheryl Underwood.

Hughes,

See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

r.

Fulton 472-1341

says:

LUTHER IS—

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

RICE AGENCY

Bert Combs

Honored By
PCC Students

The Hickman County Bowhunters Club, Chapter of the
Kentucky Bowhunters Association Inc., will host its annual
Carp Shoot in the Land Between the Lakes Saturday, May
8. Sites have been reserved in
Camp Energy for those who wish
to camp, and all visitors are
welcome.
A trophy or plaque for the
largest fish, taken with a bow,
will be furnished by the Kentucky Bowhunters Association.
The Hickman County Club will
furnish two other prizes. Registration for the shoot will be at
Camp Energy Friday evening
May 7.
Anyone wanting information
or reservations please contact
Wallace
Shankle,
Publicity
Chairman, Hickman Co. Bowhunters, Clinton.

427-9671

C. Logan, Fulton 472-2405.

Band Students
Will Play In
UTM Concert

UT - Martin
To Sponsor
Rodeo Event

Health Department
Can Aid Diabetics

"It's time the
working man
got a break
in taxes."
Bert Combs believes the working man in Kentucky has
been shouldering an unfair share of the state tax burden
for too long. He proposes a severance tax on all minerals
mined in Kentucky—coal, oil and natural gas—to be paid
by the large mining companies when the mineral is removed from the ground.

WEATHER REPORT
(From current

records of Jim

readiesi

and
Hide, Reath

Fulton.)
Precis.
Dale High Lew
APRIL 1971
1
64
40
.6 rain
2
57
30
0
71
31
3
0
4
70
40
0
5
55
33
.1 snow
6
37
14
.l snow
7
65
30 ......
0
8
73
33
0
9
78
52
0
77
42
10
0
11
63
44
0
12
81
53
0
13
75
45
.2 rain
14
70
35
1 rain
15
77
39
0
16
84
47
0
17
87
53
0
18
80
58
0
19
92
56
0
20
90
56
J rain
21
78
58
trace
22
75
48
0
23
62
46
.7
24
76
97
0
25
85
45
0
26
90
53
0
27
78
60
.4
28
77
48
0
29
63
48
trace
30
70
50
trace
MAY 1971
1
79
59
0
2
65
52
.4 rain
3
88
39
0
4
71
36
0

--Martin Highway, Say* Fulton

Next Door To Travelers Inn Motel
FOR FAST TARE-OUT, USE OUR DRIVE-IN WINDOW

Parts For All —
Electric Shavers Aix
ANDREWS
Jawalry Company

Part of the severance tax revenue would be returned
to the counties and the balance would go into the state
general fund. This is one more way that Bert Combs gives
the working man a break.

BERT COMBS
for Governor
Julian Carroll
for Lt. Governor

seri COMM

JULIAN CAllit0t1

Paid for by CombeCarroll Campaign Fund—Robert Matthews, Chairman; Seelbach Hotel, Louisville, ay.
L Stanley Chauvin, Treasurer; Seelbach Hotel, Louisville, Ky.
"Ifigb

MUR
Eagle.
melee

Miss Eagle Honored
With Named Grant
MURRAY. Ky. — Mies Clara versity, has been honored by
Eagle, chairman of the art de- the Kentucky division of the
partment at Murray State Unl- American Association of University Women with a named
$500 grant to the national fellow-

SUPER SAVINGS0 ship fund.
Named grants ar made in honAt Evans Drag or of those who have contributThe Zon a•v
ed significant service to the
Mews

TRAVEL KIT
R41. $5.98

FOAMY

AAUW, according to Miss Ruth
Cole, chairman of the nursing
department and fellowship chairman for the Murray branch of
the AAUW.
Fellowships ranging from $2,to $4.000 are awarded from

NOW OPEN

6Y4 -or; Rag. 89c

Gillette

RIGHT GUARD

Hurricane Hill
Greenhouse

7-oz. Size
Reg. $1.59

at Cayce, Ky.

$1.09

We handle all kinds of patio
and garden plants. We are
well stocked now with Petunia, Snapdragon, Verbena,
Geranium, Marigold.
We also hay* good stocks
of flower plants in all seasons.
— COME SEE USI —

GERITOL

Roy & Katherine
WADE

Tab 40's
R•51. $2.98

One mile east, one mile
north of Cayce, Ky. towards
Phone 838-6277
Fulton.

.tne national fellowship fund of
the AAUW. Both American and
foreign students working toward
ioctorate degrees are eligible
for the awards.
Miss Eagle, who joined the
art faculty at Murray State in
1946 and became head of the
program three years later, has
served as state arts chairman
of the AAUW and in several offices of the Murray branch.
An Ohio native, she earned
both the BS and MA degrees at
Ohio State University. She has
done additional work at the John
Huntington Polytechnic of Cleveland, the John Herron Art Institute and the Rochester Institute
of Technology, School for American Craftsmen.
Before joining the faculty at
Murray State, Miss Eagle served
as art supervisor in several city
school systems in Ohio and
taught at Rio Grande College.
She was chosen as a visiting
professor of art aboard the Seven Seas Division floating campus of Chapman College for the
fall semester of 1965.
Miss Eagle, who is an active
member of several professional
art and education organizations,
has been the recipient of both
'national and regional awards as
an exhibitor in shows around
the country.
Widely-known as a lecturer
:and world traveler, she has
!done work for a number of years
las a free lance photographer,
interior designer, commercial
'artist and silversmith.

Of interest to Homemakers

Four Points Store
Target Of Burglars

l'olice may be unnecesThe man or woman who
easy in the perfect world, is able to control desire and
but in the meantime, law restrain appetite won't likeSeveral hundred dollars worth and order depend upon ly depend on old age pensions in later life.
of merchandise was taken Wed- police.
nesday night In a breakin at
Gollie's Four Points Grocery and
Service Station, operated by Mrs.
polite Smith at the junction at
the Middle Road and the Jordan highway In Fulton County,Ky.
A sopkesman for the owners
said about 100 cartons of cigarettes were stolen, along with
a large quantity of meats, eggs,
canned goods and dog food.
Also taken was an - undetermined amount of money collected to help rebuild the Beech
Grove united Methodist Church.
The burglars gained entrance
after breaking out the glass In
the front door.

If thinking pre-Ceded talking, the human race would
have to develop some new
form of exercise for the
tongue.

Freedom of .speech is a
valuable possession ofevery
man but it is a foolish individual who speaks too
freely.

ck the nicest
•Man here

Cards - Ready To Wear - Flowers Costume Jewelry - Gift Glassware.
Browse Around. We Have It

Last year in the Washington
D.C. area alone, shoplifting
cost merchants about 90 mil.
lion dollars.

Outside White
Professional

House Paint
2- Gallons

FRANKLIN

(
$5.9
!)
Railroad Salvage
Lake St.

400 LAKE STREET
FULTON, KY.

Fatten, Ky.

Alka Seltzer
Reg. $1.19 Size

14-oz. Size
R09. $2.00

RAY'S HAMBURGERS 25c
100% Pure Cronin! Beef USDA._
Lake P.

Fulton

Sunday Open 5 p. m. To 8:30 p. m. 479-9082

Sunday Is Mother's Day Lef Kasnow's fill your shopping needs.
Get Mother a lovely gift to wear!

has
rden
arals
paid
s re-

GE Solid State
"Play Anywhere" B&W TV
•Completely portable—play
anywhere, anytime
•18-aq:inch viewing area
•ULTRA-VISIONT screen
•Completely solid state
VHF-UHF tuning
•Private earphone and jack
•13p-front controls/front
sound
•Stylish white polystyrene
cabinet
15120RVY

$159.00

Dusters
Slips
Gowns

red
;tate
lives

kyles, Kg.

THURSDAY, MAY 6, 1971

FULTON. KENTUCKY

Dresses
Shorts
Slacks
Tops
Blouses
Hosiery
Shoes
Handbags

GE VALLEJO
CONSOLE
COLOR TV

tee es portable now, balk'
On later on. 3 Wash cycles.
Double)detergent dispenser.

•23- diagonal.295.001•da
viewing area
•GE Reliacolory chats&
•Spectra-BrIte? pietarie who
•AFC...automatladlnas
tuning control
•Automatic'Milton*
stabilizer and color
purifier
•GE SessitrOgike•Mil.
system
•Deasea5eSpeoldlist311.0

GE"SUPERLINE"
2-SPEED BUDGET
AIR CONDITIONER

•18,000 WITY/Hr.
•cools 1 room. or Mere
•4 air-dirertors, 5-positiOn Thermostat
•Unique Air-Wash filtering

W111153SAV

GE PORTABLE
B&W TV

— Gift - Wrapped Free! —

KASNOW'S DEPARTMENT STORE
Lake Street

BANKAMERICA110

—

Fulton

loi SA If* lid billifd

for Mem Apehances & TV pir•
en the Cooaaaaa Cestonscir
Credit Plan. It you don t mist •
monthly payment and pay off
your account rothin 90 days. you
ran deduct the financing charge.

Use Our Convent's* Roar Entrance On
Mom Sheet

It's Graduation Time, Too! Now is the time to shop
for your graduation gift list.
'

$99.00
12'diagonal measure ecraern.
High gen VHF tuner Solid
Kate UHF. Easy to carry.

Ifilidafd WiliAlifdlitilidlAill•••••11111611111411141111111411414 111d Walt.

Now at your nearby GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
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60th ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION
Come in .. . see our many Magnavox Anniversary Values that are now
specially priced—including Stereo Portahles and Component Systems,
Radios, Tape Recorders, plus Monochrome and Color TV!

Complete
with
Headphone!

11" diagonal measure COLOR PORTABLE TV
Slim-and -trim portable model 6104 will delight you with its vivid 69 sq. in.
pictures, plus its many other quality Magnavox features—such as: Automatic
Color Purifier, telescoping antenna, plus exclusive Bonded Circuitry chassis with
Keyed AGC for superior reception and lasting reliability. Enjoy it on tables,
shelves, bookcases- or on a convenient optional mobile cart.

Anniversary Priced
NOW ONLY

$229

Anniversary Priced

NOW ONLY

$99"

Portable Stereo Phonograph—model
2517 offers the full enjoyment of your favorite
recordings. It has two detachable or swingout speakers plus a precision Automatic Player
that lets your records last a lifetime.

Simulated TV Pictures

STEREO FM /AM RADIOPHONO SYSTEM

faarc

Model 9274 brings you an exciting new
dimension in listening enjoyment—from
exciting Stereo FM /AM radio and your
favorite recordings. With dramatic modu,: .larcIsign;rt offers new Duo-Omni Directional Air-SusRpnsion Speakers(2 in eact
eliC-losu re) fratlitroject soulid"to a full
360°. It also has 20-Watts EIA music
power and the exclusive Micromatic
Player. The convenient cart affords wonderful room -to-room mobility.

Anniversary Priced
NOW ONLY

linulaa4

kor tallet TV—

model 109 will bring you photo-sharp-72 sq.
in. pictures—even from distant or difficult
stations. It has telescoping antenna and retractable carrying handle for true portability.

Annivesary Priced

Noiry s29995
Complete with Cart
Anniversary
Priced
NOW ONLY

BIG SCREEN COLOR TV
with AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING

$39"

Modestly-priced Cassette Recorder—
model 9030 operates on batteries or on AC
with adaptor (both included). Also with
microphone, earphone, accessory case and
blank cassette. An exceptional value!

Switch channels as often as you wish—these outstanding Magnavox values will also give you a
perfectly-tuned Ultra-Bright 23" diagonal measure
picture—instantly and automatically. They also include Quick-On pictures and sound plus Chromatone
for added picture, depth and richer colors. Early
American—model 7104; Contemporary—model
7102. See these outstanding values today!

Your Choice

Anniversary Priced

Anniversary Priced

NOW ONLY

449

95

NOW ONLY S 10

AM Portable Pocket Radio—model 1011
will bring you amazing room-filling sound
and outstanding performance. Complete with
batteries, earphone, carrying cases and jack
for optional AC adaptor. A great gift!

WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By-Pass Fulton, Kentucky
,

CLINTON, Ky. — It has been
said that people are the produCt
of what they eat—that people in
the United States have eaten so
many nionartre that they have
a cola blood count instead of a
red cell blood count.
Mrs. Edna Lynn R ad for d,
school hod service director of

BUILD
orBUY
GRANDFATHER

Hickman County schools, would
be one of the first to agree with
this statement, for her primary
Interest is nutrition—the impor
lance of proper foods for chit
then.
This is the Hickman County
natIve's 14th year working with
the local school system.
Mrs. Radford feels it is very
important that students be fed
at school as there are so many
undernourished children in Hick,
man County who are not prowl

fY fed if
A lunch program has been In
effect at all Hickman County
schools for some time and
breakfasts have been served at
AT FACTORY
FACTuni the Fujghatn and ontunhua
mentary schools for the past two
PRICES!
years. Now, a breakfast program has started at both the
Hickman County High School
and the Central Elementary
School in Clinton. These will be
federally and state funded.
Mrs. Radionl said the program at Clinton is experimental
Do-it-yourself
kits, movements, —that it will be determined if
moon dials,
the breakfast can be worked
finished clocks,
shipped promptly out with the present school
schedule, and if the students deon money back
guarantee.
sire breakfast at school.
The breakfast will cost grade
students five cents and high
school students 10 cents each.
The actual cost of the meal is
about 25 cents.
WRITE TODAY
According to Mrs. Radford,
FOR COLOR
some doctors and health author!.
ties feel that breakfast is the
CATALOG...
most Important meal of the day.
send 250
It has been discovered that
for
postage
children who do without breakModel 120
Black Walnut and handling.
fast are inattentive and slow in
their physical and mental reac-

SAVE
$200.

EMPEROR
CLOCK COMPANY
Falrhopet, Alabama 36532
Visit our factory when in Fsirhope

"cm.
"Physical fitness and mental
alertness are tied together," the
school food service director
stated.
She went on to explain that
many times retardation comes

from lack of the proper food.
The first two years of a child's
life Is very important. This is
when the brain develops map.
Another important time forlhe
consumption of proper food is
during adolescence.
"In one of our schools we have
some small children who eat as
-many as four breakfasts at a
time," Mrs. Radford reported.
Some children come to school so
hungry they cry, she said.
After the children have been
fed at school for a while, teachers see an improvement in attentiveness, and discipline problems cease.
At Central Elementary School
here, approximately 800 students
are served lunches. Because of
the large number of students
and the crowded lunchroom
facilities, lunch is served from
10:40 a.m, to about 12:45 p.m. It
takes about 2% hours to feed
the students, Mrs. Radford said.
At Hickman County High
School, approximately 350 students eat lunch at school. At
Fulgham Elementary School,
there are 230 and at Columbus,
there are 120 students participating in the school lunch program.
The breakfast to be served at
the Clinton schools will have to
be a "fast break" breakfast,
consisting of fruit or fruit juice,
different types of bread and
cereal, and milk, or an "aerospace breakfast," which is a
complete breakfast in the form
Of a big cookie made of soybean meal.
The school food service director said that it has been discovered that the student's performance in his work and his
attitude toward himself and
others is affected by the lack of
food or the lack of proper food.
She said that surveys show

that teen-agers who live on
nicknacks have problems with
their dispositions, are irritable
and do not perform well on their
subjects.
Mrs. Radford said many students eat no breakfast at all,
have lunch at school, have cold
drinks and nicknacks after
school, and maybe no supper at
all.
Mrs. Radford pointed out that
if a person doesn't have breakfast the level of sugar in the
blood gets so low that it doesn't
circulate as it should and a person can't think as well as be
should.
She also said many students
come to school overstimulated
by too much caffine obtained by
drinking too many cold drinks.

"If a child hasn't had food
he's In a twist," Mrs. Radford
said.
In the future there is the possibility that suppers will be
served In the schools, or at least
prepared in the schools, for older people receiving Social Security payments, the food director said.
At present, this is being done
in some places, she said.
Mrs. Radford said that after a
number of Murray State students had fainted in class, it was
learned that it was due to the
fact that the students had failed
to eat the proper food, causing
the sugar in the blood to drop.
Mrs. Radford is the wife of
Jake Radford, a Greenwood
community farmer. She is the

Home Economics
Workshop Set
At University

Fulton, Ky.
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nomics and project chairman,
said about 75 teachers, future
teachers and other , interested
persons are expected to attend
the two-day session.
According to Miss Waggener,
the purpose of the workshop is
to provide guidance to teachers
for more effective work with
disadvantaged young people. No
registration fee will be charged,
and no pre-registration is necessary.

Youth" will be the theme for a
home economics workshop at
Murray State University May 2122.
Scheduled in Room N-307 of
the Applied Science Building,
the non-credit workshop is being
held for the second consecutive
year to serve as both pre-service
and in-service training in vocational home economics education.
Dr. Flossie Byrd, dean of the
School of Home Economics at
Prairie View A & M College,
Prairie View, Texas, will serve
as consultant.
Miss Pauline Waggener, assistant professor of home eco-

MURRAY, Ky. — "EducationMedia and Teaching Strategies to Reach Disadvantaged

al

daughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Whayne of Clinton
Rt. 4.
She received her B.S. degree
from the University of Kentucky
and at present is working on her
master's degree in science and
nutrition at Murray State University.
Mrs. Radford's office is located in the board of education
office in Clinton.
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British publishers issued 32,000
books under separate titles in
1969. More than 23,000 were new
books, the rest reprints or new
editions.

DOLLAR DAYS'

items
priced at 3-4-5 or 6
FOR $1.00 for you
to mix or match! „

BONELESS
QUARTERS

.79t
BONE-IN
QUARTERS

L. 69
A & P's Holiday Hew
Sweepstakes

BOX-0-CHICKEN

One Lot At Only

$4.39
LADIES SHORTS
A Variety of Sizes and Colors
$2.29 to $4.95

LADIES

TIGER TOWN TIGERTOWN rIGERTOWN
BOILED HAM HAM SAUSAGE FLAT HAM

BLADE CUT SUPER-RIGHT

H& L

Chuck Steak •.
69

Whiting

L.29t-oz

$1.19

99t

qlreR-Rkm1y BONELESS

FROZEN RIVER

PLATTER SLICED

Chuck Roast

Catfish Steaks .L.

Bacon

LB

$1.09

BA THROOM (2 CT.)or FACIAL(17S CT

Itlic TISSUE

LB

GOLOEN inpE

BANANAS

Straw Purses
$2 and $3

ORANGES

Other Purses $3.29 to $6.00

REGULAR

3- PIECE
LADIES LOUNGING

PAJAMAS
$5.50 and $6.50

VIVA TOWELS

LUGGAGE SET
YELLOW

Pullman, Weekender. Vanity

Squash

$15.88

VINE RIPENED

Tomatoes

12c
A

GREEN

Cabbage

LB

LADIES NO - IRON

CULOTTE DRESSES And
NYLON KNIT DRESSES

$3.88

GOLDEN RISE

Biscuits

.19c
.390
15CT
CAN

89c

A & P FRUIT
..3.
Drinks CANS

isk A

DEL MONTE

V it

Peas

2 ROLL
PKGS.

4 9
17 OZ.
CANS

PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY,MAY S.

DRESS SHOES
Heels and Flats

$2 To $3

Ladies Blouses

SAVE $3.00
with coupon in ad on a
HOBART KITCHEN AID
ELECTRIC COFFEE
MILL
(WITH THE PURCHASE OF THIS
MILL YOU RECEIVE A 1-LB.
BAG OF BEAN COFFEE)

Sleeveless, Short and
Long Sleeves

FREE!

$2 To $7.50
COOKWARE SET Hamilton Beach
Extra-Heavy 7-Piece Cast Aluminum
Blender $19.88
42-PAGE

COOKBOOK FREE

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

JANE PARKER

EIGHT-O-CLOCK

rr

BEAN COFFEE
29
$
30.
BAG

WHITE BREAD

AnnnAnt)IVItitInnig
-his Coupoit U13,11, )3.
toward the purchase of a'
HOBART KITCHEN AID .
ELECTRIC COFFEE MILL.
with the •putchsse of this moll
I,, buyer receives 5 I.Lb. Bag of
Bean Coffee FREE!
0.otlOnl, Si Ala I ....ISt,ar
Good Thra Sal., May 8
Reg, Price Without coupon
Limit I Coupon NT Customer

20 OZ
IVES.

—
A-P

PIM 1111S( III MA
NLI.
Good TO,, Set., Mae
Reg. Mee Wither. Cm*
(
1
1 Limn I °upon en L

FINAL WEEKI
ISM SI=
Close out of Sheffield International
Galleries. Now,tits time to
complete your beautiful collection
of Great Arts & Prints, Frames
and Accessories. Redeem the coupon
for I FREE. 4"x5"
at 5"x7" PRINT PLUS 1 FREE
5"x10". 11"x 4", 12"s24" or
16"x20" Print.
ALSO BUY ACCESSORY PIECES
AT SPECIAL SALE PRICES.

Ttr,a Coupon itorth •
TEN CENTS Toiled the
Purchtlia%41111.1..11
Can of 1OLGER'S
VACUUM PACK COt•FEE.
Gond ImIr
,ab I
Good Tara Sat.. Ma, S
Rea. Pek-e 1*1060•11-oarlie
LW. i Coupe. F.

199(MUN1
ARTS& PRINTS

2 PRINTS FREE
1-41"ES" or 5"z7" PLUS
11.11"x10, Ire 14", 2"e24"
or 16"s 20"
WITH THIS COUPON
Good Tbru Sat., May
Good Al A&P Food Stores

CIGARETTES
Regular or lig

CARTON $2.62

Fulton, Ky.
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10 BASKETS OF GROCERIES WILL BE UM
AT EACH STORE AT 9:00 P. N. EACH SA1
Commencing MAY 8th and Confining Throng
26th. The names will be posted in Store Each
No one under 18 is eligible—Register (Hie% You I
Be Present To Win.

BASKETS OF GROCERIES WILL BE GIVEN AWAY AT
CECIL'S LIBERTY AT — Union City - South Fulton and
Martin. Plus The MODEL 1910 - T TIN LIZZIE.
The
Lizzie Will Be Given Away At 9:00 P. M. At
Each Store 9:00 P. M. Saturday, July 3rd.

You saw it in Newsweek.••
now we've got it... the
sensational Half-Scale

CRISCO

2

3

PURE VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

04
LB. CAN

LIMIT 1

1910

MODEL T
Replica
50"
Wheelbase

IBISCUITS
1 SALMON
ITUNA
PICKLES
1T1SSUE

3 29c 101
69Pot rI
3
$1 ifuE nT
59tsCoi
35c Pot
3 $1 'suii

BILTM

BALL.ARD &
PILLSBURY

8 oz. CAN

PRIDE(

CHIEF CHUM

CHICKEN OF SEA

TALL CAN

6 1/2 oz. CANS

(LIMIT 3 )

HOLIDAY SWEET

QT. JAR

L BER

DELTA BATHROOM

RUNS AND HANDLES LIKE A REAL CAR!

15 1/2 oz. CAN

AVAIIIAWAM!

CALIFORNIA

3
.'5. 2

1

AarAw.w.srAivArAvAir.ArAirAirAwAvAlrAwAirArAirAnwAr.awAoraivarAvAindori

JUICE
COFFEE
PEACHES

ROLLS

KELLY WITH BEANS

This half-scale Model T is the delight of kids and grown-ups wherever
It Is shown. Safe-seund-solidly built, It will even haul two adults. Steel frame
and rugged moulded FiberGlass body. Mechanical brakes. Forward, neutral,
reverse. Red spoked wheels, brass colored headlamps. Normal speed up to
10
mph. Not designed for highway use, but plenty of fun on paved
areas, sts.

SCOT PAPER JUMBO ROLLS

Mackeralu
CHEER
DETERGENT

49t
690 SURF
3 Detergent,

TEXSUN 46 oz. CAN

JTOWELST,

79c Beans
69 SAUCE

QUICK COOK PINTO

FOLGERS WITH COUPON
(LIMIT 1)

Detergent

Giant
Pkg.

LB. CAN

,

5901
4G
.
BA

GIANT PKG.

GraPeFrult

Godchaux
with
$5.00 ADEI PUR.

HUN'
Tom

tdIAIIKAI4

BABY 1

SACR,kMENTO TOMATO

10

Car

MISS DEBBIE LIQUID
SHE OD'
IQUID BLEACH
No.
L
B
30
2 oz.LE
2 1/2
HALF GAL.
Can $11
(LIMIT 4)
Aw.wirArArArmr.drArawAwm.w.ArAvairrArAirAr.w.dmdmrwvAingrAwArArArAirAirrAwAr.drAinsvairAw.ivAuArirr
wrArArmAmerAwAwArAw.u14/4,41r4

CORN

SACRAMENTO IN
HEAVY SYRUP

DRINKS

I

39 BU1

RICHTEX

1

BREAD

‘
2
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS
2
1 COKES 28 oz.
3134 $
Cam
CREAM STYLE
PEPSI 32 oz.
i MISS LIBERTY
E
tL
va
C
L.
B
AN
.
L
GOLDEN OR
WHITE ROUND
N 7 UP 32 oz.
(LIMIT 1 )
16
oz.
(Lin
CANS
WK GOLDEN
2DR. PEPPER
TLEs
BOT
3
LOAF1
3
wArArArarrAr
FrArAwArAirirmAirA
AirArArArArmilrAntorArldrAwArm.lrairAwAirarAvArwrAwmArawar.smarArrArAmidwArArdarmtimirmArdayandrArArldmiimay
As

g
4SHORTENING
4

59c,
3
590 CORN

87
BAKERY SPECIALS! JUICE
CAKE
34'iP MEAL
SWEET ROLLS 3Pkgssl FLOUR
ROLLS
CHARCOAL°b%
Sacramento Tomato

6 oz.
Cans

HONEY SUCKLE

COLONIAL

Sweet Rolls

Cecil's iberty Coupon

Cecil's Liberty Coupon

NES

CRACKERS
1 Lb. Box _ _ 25c

TABLE 81 2- CHAIRS
$5.95

COFFEE
_ Lb.Can 69c
With this coupon. No Addl.
Purchase Necessary.
tvetei After May 9, 1971)

TEA

100 CT.
PKG.

89t

690

79c

F..,

5

19c
LIBERTY CC

4 Bath Bars 2k

With This Coupon
(SAVE 10c)
(void ana May 13, 1971)

(SAVE 50c)
(Void after May 19 1971)

45 ct.
PKG.

Cecil's Liberty Coupon

IVORY

INSTANT

3-oz. Jar

49

DECORATED PLASTIC

Cecil's Liberty Coupon

FOLGERS

19" 11'1,09191011001370.

PLATES
PLATES

pkgs.

Cecil's Liberty Coupon

3°3 CANS5

PAPER

ROYAL OAK

CHILDRENS

(Void After May 9, 1971)

TTLE

TEE NIE WEENIE

25 LB.
BAG

LAURA LYNN

Additional Chairs $2.00

BiaElIPLCAeTE

MILK MAID

Bunny

Miss Liberty Brown'n'Serve
ROLLS

CUE

5 lb. bag

Angel Food

I
I
9
°1

TEA

1/2 Lb. _
(SA'
ow alter May
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Fulton, Ky.

3 WILL BE GIVEN AWAY
P. N. EACH SATURDAY
Continuing Through JUNE
led in Store Each Monday.
Elegister Obea, You Need Not

NO PURCHASE IS REQUIRED. JUST THINK OF THE
FUN YOU COULD HAVE WITH THIS TIN LIZZIE. It
Doesn't matter if you are young or old—the whole family
can have fun with it!
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South Mon
Tenn

CECIL'S

&Oa Stet
)
tt\I

grAllrAWAKINVIMPAIIIMIIIII.dIAIIIII.AIAIIIIIrIrMIIIrIAIIIIMIVAII/MAIIAIVAI
/III

SUGAR

MIRACLE WHIP

10 BLABG. 890
3

PUR.

5iP
28t
89 PICNICS
35t
59
HAMS
59011AMBURGER
49t1 Pork
49
t
59
790
HAM
9
AlliA
5tX
9
BACON
49c
49
Country Skillet

2
2

Qt.
Jar

Salad Dressing

FRYERS
Whole
LB.

Grade A

2

WAVIWAIMIVarAIIIIPAFAIIIIVAIVAWAWAFAIMmuirArAw.wmpurAphw.orAinalvArAirmarAlrAirArAIIIIIFAWMIVAllrAVAwAlrAIAVIVAIrmrnmrAormAirAvAr

MAXWELL HOUSE

BILTMORE LUNCHEON

90

cANs

LOAF

Pork

&

LB.
CAN

COFFEE

LB

6 to 8 lb. avg.

MISS LIBERTY

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

9

SOUTHERN BELLE
Fully Cooked

Beans

$130

8

26 oz. BOX

CANS

SALT

$1
590
150 limoEiTaYto ciiiopzsPK(j119
Dumplings

SACRAMENTO FRUIT

COCKTAIL

E

4303 CANS

HEINZ

32 oz. BOTTLE

TEXSUN ORANGE
46 oz. CAN
JUICE

SAUSAGE

2

TALL CAN

5 oz. $11
CANS

4$
1

SALMON

1/2 LOIN
lb.

LB.

HEINZ STRAINED 4 1/2 oz. JAR

$1

BABY

tarAllr.WIVAIrArAWAPArAlvArdirMillriP.
Ar.•

BABY RUTH

zsl

6

Bars

SHE OD's Peanut

19
0 BUTTER

24 oz. BOTTLE

for

1

-----

24 oz. BOTTLE

PAN/

Tall
Can

JUICE

SEALDSWEET

4
4 BOLOGNA whole or half stick Lb. 39c
OLD FASHIONED LARGE

CHICKASAW SLICED

ELM MILL BEEF

•
14 oz. PKG.

Orange

3 53
poTAT0ESWHITE

3 sl
l2 oz.

BEEF PATTIES

5
3 0DINNERslioz.390

CREAM PIE
OLEO
GARDEN DELIGHT FROZEN 2 lb. kg.-1 MORTON'S

French

Fries

99c

20-oz

4 YELLOW SOLID

LB. $
1

AmirIkarIrAWANFAWANIFAIVAIPIIIIMU......sr

RUSSETS

PRICES IN THIS AD
I90
GOOD FROM
15c WED. MAY 5
19t GREENS
THROUGH TUES.
i90 STRAWBERRIESmE
MAY 12 th.
BANANAS
90

Far

LOOK

OLb Bag

79C

TURNIP HOMEGROWN

LB.

20 PIECE SET

EKCO ETERNA -STONEWARE
Comparative Woe $28.95

AVAILABLE

Qt.

11°WN F

GOLDEN RIPE

79C

'EA

Lb. 19c

NECK BONES

FRANKS12 oz- Pkg.

MILK

4

FRESH

REELFOOT SKINLESS

CHIEFWAY COOKING

Carnation
Evaporated

Lb. 69c

PORK CUTLETS

STEAK

PET Ritz!:

1

FRESH

FRESH SLICED PORK

LB.

FOOD

WESSON

Candy

Fresh
GIZZARDS Lb. 39c

1V0
.1
PORK ROAST 1b1

DOG

20 oz.
Bottles

CENTER SLICED

Lb. 59c
Lb. 39c
Lb. 55c
Lb 55c
Lb. 23c
Lb. 15c

41W/AIrAl

FAlKa

RUNT'S
Tomato

Al —

LB.

Boston Butts

STRONG HEART

TSULI
119
5pma.i $199 ml

Y

BREAST
WHOLE LEGS
THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
BACK & NECKS
Fresh
LIVER Lb. 89c

Loin

LILLY PINK

SHANK
PORVON LB.

LB.

FRESH GROUND
3 11/§. OR MORE
LB.
irdr.mrAorAwAsramor.morAwAsrAsnorAsnwrir.dir.uAr.usisraormAs
Ends4
8/ Centers M
ri2led
— CHICKEN PARTS —

I KETCHUP

SOUTHERN BELL VIENNA

BUTT
PORTION

10 oz JAR

z

A

Ohuck RoaL
5
9
it
ARMOUR STAR TENDER SMOKED

$169

cAN550 COFFEE

24

LB

BACON

FOLGERS INSTANT

SWEET SUE CHICKEN &

1U.S CHOICE FIRST cur

MISS LIBERTY SLICED

LB.

10°

LIBERTY COUPON

CRISP

L&M

1/2 Lb.

(SAVE 30c)

itia after May 13. 1971)

RADISHES

39c

FRESH

GREEN ONIONS

O

NONE SOLD TO DEALERS
NABISCO

WAFFLE CREAMS 10 oz.
FIG NEWTONS 1-1b.

VANILLA WAFERS 12 oz.

Now Only $10.99
By Patronizing us

aura= Ans Blindness Changes Life OfS.Fulton Man
By OUIDA JEWELL
Sim-Democrat Correspondent
SOUTH F ULTO N, Tenn.—
Blindness, caused by an accident, changed the life of a South
Fulton man and, as a result, he
has a new career, one which he
sincerely likes.
Moult on Gambill is one of
those rare individuals who is
FOR SALE, 1966 Dodge Podoing
what he likes to do most
lava. Air conditioning, power
steering, automatic transmis- —and is being paid for it.
He is a masseur, a profession
sion. Call 472-3938 after 5.
he shares with his wife. Sybil,
RENT Wheelchair& crutches in their home at 325 Forrestand other convalescent aids at dale. They are graduates of the
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake Chicago Kellberg College of
Swedish Massage.
Fukon,
t.
Gambill's story might not be
WANTED: Swarms of bees. so out of the ordinary except
for
the fact that he lost his
Call Collect 479-1733.
sight six years ago when recovery
from a fall was compliWE MARE DRAPES FREE:
you pay only for the material cated by a chronic illness.
used P. N. Hirsch & Company,
For 28 years before his acciSouth Fulton, Tenn.
dent he was a meat cutter, first
in his native South Fulton; and
Leave your pets with us for later for a store in Hobart, Ind.,
a worry free vacation. POODLE where he was a manager of the
PAMPER PARLOR 4792229.
meat department.
When a young man he was deHELP WANTED — Excellent livery boy for a grocery store
earning opportunity represent- across from Fulton High School.
ing AVON COSMETICS openFollowing his injury and the
ing now in Fulton County. Call resulting blindness, he was givor write—Mrs. Margaret Taylor en aptitude tests by the Indiana
P. 0. Box 1022
Department of Rehabilitation
Paducah, Ky. 421301
for the Blind. His score showed
Pho, 898-2708
that he would be best suited
for work along the physical
WANTED: Clean cotton rags therapy line, a field that had inwithal! buttons. Bring to News terested him most of his adult
office.
life.
He was sent to the Kellberg
College—where he at tended
classes seven days a week for
four months—to learn the art of
Square Tires
massage, physical therapy and
foot techniques. Part of that
period was spent in post grada '
uate study.
His wife, who also had shown
...sp 1:3
1 ‘slek
a bent along the same line, took
the course from the same school
to become his partner, and they
TIRES TRUED i
were on their way toward a business of their own.
deciding to set up shop
Wheels Balanced( in After
their home, members of the
1
i
East Gary Church of Christ

So MUCHfor so LITTLE...
**wee***
Only 5C per word
to reach
6,500 Homes

WANTED!
e... wIth

WHEELS ALIGNED/

B. Fulton - Ph. 4711-8741

Fulton, Ky.
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that question is look at the bull
to be used.
The beef cattle breeder has
more tools at his. disposal today
than ever before to assist him in
making decisions. Eye-balling
is not enough—production data

The day you buy a bull, you
have made one of the bigger(
decisions that will ever affect
your cow herd. It is unfortunate,
but the breeder does not get to
exercise this opportunity many
times in his lifetime,
Improvement in any herd
comes largely through the bull.
This doesn't imply that one
can't make progress by
selecting superior females to
replace the cow herd, but the
imnact of the bull on the moneymaking traits of the calves
overwhelms progress on the
female side.
In any herd of females, 87
percent of the genetic makeup
is the result of the last three
460,000 Units Razed generation
s of bulls used. On
the
average, a bull will leave 25
WASHING
TON
— Since the
Mr. and Mrs. Moulton Gambill
start of the urban-renewal pro- more offspring in the herd than
(where Gambill leads song serv- home was soon rebuilt into a gram in 1949, more
than 460,000 the average female.
Many owners conscious of
ice every Sunday), pitched in Swedish massage salon.
sub-standard dwelling units in
land through efforts of three deaThe next thing needed was a blighted areas have been de- improvement spend time
wondering what the cow herd
cons, a remodeling party was sign, and this was made by molished, the
Housing Depart- will look like five years from
organized. The basement of the people in the neighborhood.
ment reports.
now. All one had to do to answer

FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!

5 to 12 p.m.
$1.25 11
/
4

,

NE

-

Et,
at

Children 75c 16k

DERBY

RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.
41E1111111,141w

bet-1
in
cou

has
diu
1int:
thn
ter:
Dot
dur
ma:
art

is

a
as
is c'
the
terr
whi
She
spa
Poe

Spectacular Buys on

e
Bright
Ones.

TOWELS
COMO?

LI

LARK

White cheerful daisy
kitchen dock with easy
to read dial. The petals
have alternating green
ond blue colors outlined in white. Crystal
covered dial. Size: 111/4"
x10%".Model No.4324.

-WASH CLOTHS
BATH -FACE

y

M'AN OR WOMAN to supply
families with Rawleigh Products. Can earn $5 and up an
hour. Part or full time. Write
giving phone No.: Roy Harris,
Rawleigh Co., Freeport, Ill. or
call 815-Xt2-1461.
.

CLOCK IDEAS
FROM

Mother In
New Pair of Sandals
For "Her" Day
Dietlg

BATH
,
TOWELS .

wor

whi
ove

Curl

Yet
vail

COM

tim
hau
schi
thrt
tho
Ker
icall
bull
pret

YOUR CHOICE

mat

FACE
TOWELS .

f

47

"ilLimitsd
me OnIT

is a

HandsomeN
,easy toread
dock with delicate louvered panels. White case
with black rooster
weathervane and gold
bezel. Crystal covered
dial. Size 12" x 8%".
Model No. 146440.

ond stripes with
These towels in prints
softn•ss will bring a look
velvety-like
a
green,
your home. Red,
of elegance into
colors. Also red-blue,
gold, blue and pink
Slu•-green and gold-orongs.

i
Dewdrop-shiny crinkle patent
that's what this sandal's all
about That's what spring's
all about, sandals and crinkle
patent So get yourself in
style This stacked heel variety
in uppers of White

Ken
Shy
Sub,

Quaint and .charming
comi
, oationi piece fpi
kitchen or faintly roam.
Clock hangs or stands
and has three dimensional raised white
numbers and hands.
Block case with miniature copper pot. Size:
9 %" high x 5" wide.
Model No. 4830.

4„
.
,
9

WASH
CLOTHS

:

the sandal
that shines
in the spring

Wonderful

Assortment of

DECORATOR
PILLOWS

ROOM-SIZE RUG

88
COMPARE AT
$22.88

V
EN
AdclcolorELVETE
toany

room.Choose
from six
styles and
colors.
ten

222

Beautify your horn* with 8%x
11% plush pile rugs, 50%
Polyester-50X Nylon. Tufted
on lute and skid resistant
waffle rubber backing.
Colors: Inca gold, avocado,
regal rod, royal blue, cantoloupe, apricot lime mist and
bittersweet.

t-5

Shop Fridays
'til 8: p. m.

OBION SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
REELFOOT AVE
UNION CITY, TENN

Day Family Shoe tore
Fulto Ky.

77.

Ful

Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Blew
Tarter Sauce
French Fries

ANTIQUE-STOVE

Lake Street

Page 6

Is essential. Also keep in mind
that although a bull is performance tested, this moss
him no better or worse than he
was before. The way he performs is an indication of how hi,
offspring will perform.

$

I
i

City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line

Mr. and Mrs. Gambill decided to return to South Fulton last
December.
But everyone needs time off
even from a job he enjoys, and
for Moulton Gambill, it's a citizen's band radio set which keeps
him In contact with other radio
fans in the area.
He said it was a great help
during the period of adjustment
between the time he realized
his sight was gone and the time
he began his schooling.
The Gambills have four children, Mrs. Sandra Livermore,
in Kansas City, Mo.; Mrs. Patricia Carlton, of Greenfield,
Tenn.; Larry of Portage. Ind.,
and Mrs. Genola Dean of South
Fulton.

'Eyeballing' Not
Reliable Basis
For Buying Bull

SZ.ailir.4.411.464114011.111.01111104400.00111111
•MillIMIS

REGULAR STORE HOURS: MONDAY thru SATURDAY 9 AM TO 9 PM

MIMIIMPOW

41.11••••••••••IMMM

COTTON
FLORAL
PRINT
Beautiful 21%"
x 21h"
filled
In 3 with shreddad pillow
colon.
foam.

1 77

BED REST

Ideal for
reading in
T.V. Contour
bed or
watching
wide walls
avocado,antique
corduroy In
gold, red and
tangerine-
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011
1
81
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New Feldhaus
Etching Technique
at Stewart Gallery

TTs•

12

'Po Owensboro artist Elizabeth Feldhaus it's not what's
in a picture that actually
counts.
That's a fresh approach she
has taken to an old, old medium—pen and ink etching.
Her new art form, recently
introduced to the public
through an imaginative interpretation of Churchill
Downs, will be on display
during April at a special oneman show at the W. K. Stewart Gallery in Louisville.
Convinced what is omitted
is as important to a picture
as what is drawn, her work
is cleverly fashioned to allow
the eye of the viewer to determine the shades of gray
while seeing only black lines.
She relies heavily on "white
space" to enhance the composition and mood.
Critics have hailed her
work as having a quality
which reflects imaginative
overtones in keeping with the
current trend of awareness.
Yet, a neoclassical aura prevails in her works.
With a full-time career in
commercial art and a fulltime family of three, Liz Feldhaus has met a demanding
schedule head on for the past
three years as she has logged
thousands of miles across
Kentucky in quest of historically rich white limestone
buildings. She's devoted to
preserving in "etchings" the
masterpieces of pre-Civil War
Kentucky architect Gideon
Shyrock who designed Old
ibiti3l
.
in Frankfort.
, CgtieralnKentucity
is a happy hunting grdund.

SIM
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THERE'S A QUALITY

In the near future she plans
to release limited edition
prints of such history-steeped
landmarks as John Hunt
Morgan's Home in Lexington; Centre College, Danville;
the Filson Club in Louisville,
and the enduring homestead
of Cassius Marcellus Clay in
Richmond, to list a few.
In 1968, when her busy
schedule would permit, the
artist became intensely aware
of Kentucky's boundless heritage. With her two children.
Mary Jane, 11, and Hal. 9,
she began a series of sweeping pilgrimages to the Commonwealth's
historical
shrines. She credits her interest in rediscovering Kentucky through readings of J.
Winston Coleman, Jr. and
William Townsend, authors
who have immortalized the
tradition of their native state
Her drawings, which may
take 100 or more hours to
create, are made after repeated visits to the sites and
through a thorough study of
historical occurrences relative to the buildings.
For instance, in her "etching" of the Clay Home in
Richmond, the artist has in•
tricately woven a subtle portrait of the colorful statesman into the delicate lines
which compose the fabric of
the architecture
The wife of an Owensboro
automobile dealer, Mrs. Feld'
haus chose the medium of
etching to preserve her interpretation of olden Kentucky
because, as she explains it,
"I believe etching to be
among the most difficult of
the artistic disciplines...
there is no room for error, no
possibility of erasure."
That's why she may begin
an "etching" as many as five
times before proceeding to
the final work. Even then she
lets things "cook for a spell."
After six months of critical
analysis of her work she then
decides if it's ready for her
signature.
Mrs. Feldhaus, who describes herself as "one of
those dusty old persons," began her art career with her
first childish scrawl. She
studied at art centers in the
United States and Mexico.
Although very much involved in today's fast-moving
events, the artist has a profound allegiance to the past.
Perhaps that explains why
she chose a quaint and musty,.
96-ye'did tisiner EpiscopaliirMilorifgrOwensTioric
for her studio.

Open 7:15
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7:30 P. M.
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Late Show
Saturday Nite!
Doors Open 10:30
All Seats $1.25

AT SUPER D THIS WEEK
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Instrumental accompaniment
for the concert will be provided
by the Murray State University
Brass Choir under the direction
of Dr. Wayne Sheley and the
Murray State University Woodwind Ensemble under the direction of Prof. David Gowans.
Choral directors from each of
the visiting schools will attend
a breakfast reception sponsored
by Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi
Mu Alpha music fraternities on
April 24, followed by a voice
clinic conducted by Prof. Carl
Rogers and a choral reading
session.
Darnall said he is hopeful that
the Mid-America Festival idea
can be expanded to include
band and orchestra events similar to the popular Quad-State
Music Festivals held annually
for high school students on the
Murray State campus.
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CONVENIENT LOCATION

Sun. - Mon. & Tues.
Double Feature!
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scription

i lied at Sup'erew or
refit
good throui AID. Coupon
h
one
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LOWEST PRESCRIPT101•1 PRICES EVERYDAY

A WHAM& PitTuiES LTD
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JUNGLE
REBELLION

100 TABLETS
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HEAD & SHOULDERS

ANACIN

EVERYDAY SUPER D PRICE $1•
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TARZAN'S
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May is Double Savings Month at Super D. You Save oncewith Super
D's everyday low prices on health and beauty aids, photofinishing,
baby needs and most of all prescriptions. And this month you'll
save again with FREE Quality Stamps, Mid-America's favorite, when
you purchase the items featured below.
...— •
-....,..•-•

FOR

QUALITy

at 7 p.m. Saturday.

"HARD RIDE"

if

200 FREE-GOOD

STA PIDE

Choral Festival
Is Set At Murray
About 125 choral students from
15 junior and community colleges in- six state: will gather
on the Murray State University
campus for the first Mid-America Choral Festival on Fnday
and Saturday.
Robert K. Baar, director of
choral activities at Murray
State, will conduct students
from Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri, Tennessee, Ohio and Mississippi in two days of rehearsal
leading up to a concert, radio
broadcast and recording session

1971. LiTIIS_
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:211:0:204,0
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91 OUNT DRJGS
OFFER GOOD-THRU MAY 10, 1971

1306 NAILLING STREET •
NEXT TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET)
UNION CITY, TENN.

PHONE 885-6558

OPEN - 9AM TO 9PM MONDAY Oyu SATURDAY
WE RESERVE THE RIM TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

STOREWIDE SUPER DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, May 6, 1971
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WilaleS1011116 MAXINSAVINGS
REELFOOT NIOUISER TALLEY'

SLICED BACON
LB.

594

12 oz.
PKG.

REELFOOT

494

Plus
Quality
Stamps

CENTER - CUT U. S. CHOICE

SLAB BACON

Lb. 39c

Lb 59c

U. S. CHOICE

BOLOGNA

U.S. CHOICE 8L.DE CUT

BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
'BACKS
NECKS

LB.39c

Plus
Quality
Stamps

100 % TEA

I

DRESSING
CRISCO

* UG
gi

$
FOR •

JIJICEBARBECUE
18

JAR

CAN

PY 0 MY YELLOW

BOX

303 SIZE

Plus
Quality
Stamps

FOR

Quality
Stamps

POSSUM MAINE 3 3/4 CAN

STEELE'S 303 SIZE CAN

FOR

E.W.JAMES

WONDER TWIN PACK

BO3c
LB.

FANCY FLORIDA

FANCY FLORIDA POLE

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.

*************************
WITH THIS COUPON

Salle

iWHEN YOU BUY A 10 oz. JAR OF,

**

INSTANT

iMAXWELL HOUSECOFFEE
*

10 OZ. JAR ONLY

$1.39

ONE COUPON PM FAMILY • OMR EXPIRES

WITH
COUPON

*************************4
MAY 12, 1971

Plus
Qualm
Stamps

VAN CAMP

TUNA

LB.
BAG

3

Plus
Quality
Stamps

CANS $

54

SALMON =
1 . 9t PUREX 2
$
OLEO
5 BEEFBUNS
5FoR$1
CORN
89t
89c CAT FOOD 11
COFFEE
SAUCE 80z can 104 DOG FOOD25BLAG$1
oTAT0Es 1obtha.g594
104
1/2GALLON

MARBEL STICK or SOLIDS

BUNNY BEEF

12 oz. 694
pkgs.

LI3S1

HARTS CREAM STYLE

Plus

NABISCO COOKIES
Quality
Stamps
10 oz. Waffle Cream
12 oz. Vanilla Wafers
16 oz. Fig Newton
2 PKG.

303 SIZE
Plus
Quality
Stamps

OLD JUDGE

FRISKIES BUFFET

1 LB.
CAN

CONTADINA TOMATO

.99

U.S. NO I RED

PLUS QUALITY STAMPS

LB.

**************************4
E.W. JAMES & SONS

PUN,JAMES SONS"

*

* 11/1AXINSAVINGS"

AT E.W. JAMES & SONS
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

694

LB.

THIS AD GOOD THURSDAY MAY 6 THRU WEDNESDAY MAY 12, 1971

N.

30e

Plus
Quality
Stamps

ANGLER PINK

SHORTENING 994
294
BEANS 5 1 CAKE KR
SARDINES 5 1 TOMATOES
594
TEA
POTATO CHIPS5Lc
CELERY
150 BEANS itlampYs 294

ALLEN'S WHOLE GREEN

750

ROAST

WITH A $5.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
MILK AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS.
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
E.W. JAMES & SONS SOUTH FULTON, TENN.

Sealsweet Frozen Orange z

LiTiE
u
ti

5

PLUS QUALITY STAMPS

Can

3 LB.

Lb. 99c

U.S. CHOICE ENGLISH CUT

COUPON

GODCHAUX PURE CANE

*
*

QT

LIVER

ROASTING
PORK
Lb 59c
Lb. 23c
Lb. 3k STEAK
CHICKENS
Lb 59c
KREY
Lb. 49c
PORK
Lb. 49c
MELLO BACON
2 Lb. 69c CUTLETS
Lb. 69c
********************
**********************
WITH THIS COUPON
WITH THIS COUPON
You Save On Your Groceries When You
•200 QUALITY STAMPS: 500 QUALITY STAMPS
Shop Early. Don't wait till Sunday.
*
*
FREE
*
*
FRE
E
*
WITH 5.00 PURCHASE OR MORE AND THIS COUPON
Shop E. W. James & Sons - You Save
I
WITH 10.00 PURCHASE OR MORE AND
*
THIS
AT S.W. JAMES & SONS-SOUTH-FULTON
COUPON
AT
E.W.
JAMES
&
SONS
SOUTH
*
FULTON
EXCLUDING MILK AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS
On Your Groceries - Plus You Receive
EXCLUDING MILK & TOBACCO-PRODUCTS
*
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER FAMILY
*
OFFER-EXPIRES WED. MAY 12,1971
OFFER EXPIRES WED, MAY 12, 1971
QUALITY STAMPS.

5- c

Kraft Miracle Whip Salad

Lb. 79c

LEGS
WINGS
GIZZARDS
THIGHS

WIT

WHEN YOU SHOP ON SUNDAY
YOU LOST. SHOP E. W. JAMES
& SONS EARLY. You Save Twice
Low- Prices Plus Quality Stamps

LB.

Lb. 59c

CALF

CHUCK ROAST

Plus
Quality
Stamps

49
LIVER

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS

6 to 8#

Lb. 69c
Lb. 39c
Lb. I5c
Lb. 10c

Lb. 79c

STEW MEAT

SMOKED PICNICS

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB, 494

Lb. 79c

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.
BEEF

CHUCK STEAK

REELFOOT

CHUCK ROAST

594

LB.

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LEAN BONELESS

ARM ROAST

Lb. 39c

2 LB. $1.19

U. S. CHOICE

CHUCK ROAST

LAKE BRAND WHOLE OR HALF STICK

1

PORK SAUSAGE

FRANKS

Plus
Quality
Stamps

FRESH
HAMBURGER

BRUNDRIDGE

REELFOOT

511PERBMRNO
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

• 1
su.,rwoorom•
e
-2:a....a.7.t..sipamospoteisoirsrevr—

SAE 10 0

*

WHEN YOU BUY
A

*
It

IB. CAN of
FOLDERS COFFEE

cr*

:
SPECIAL PRICE
* WITH THIS COUPON

1 WITHOUT COUPON

*

Folger's

85c
95c

I
4
*
*

'THIS
THIS OFFER GOOD THRU
MAY 12, 1971 i

